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January 21, 2011

Via hand delivery fo:

Asoen City Council
Via electronic mail to:
David.

Hornbacherlaci

asoen.

The Aspen City Council
City of Aspen
130 S. Galena Street

Aspen, CO 81611

David Hornbacher
Deputy Director of Utilities and Renewable Energy
500 Doolittle Drive
Aspen, CO 81611

RE: Castle Creek Hydroelectric Project Draft Application to the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission

Dear Council Members and Mr. Hornbacher:

Pitkin County's Healthy Rivers and Streams Board is submitting these cOmments on Aspen's

Castle Creek Hydroelectric Project Draft FERC application fied October 15, 2010. Pitkin
County is a "resource agency" for purposes of 18 C.F.R. 4.38, and submits these comments
pursuant to 18 C.F.R. 4.38(c)(5).

The Board's written comments indicate a substantive disagreement with Aspen's conclusions
regarding resource impacts from the operation of Aspen's project. Under 18 C.F.R. 4.38(c)(6),

Aspen is obligated to schedule a meeting to address these comments, which can be accomplished
through the mediation scheduled for February between Pitkin County, Aspen and other interested
parties.

The mission of the Pitkin County Healthy Rivers and Streams Board, as stated in our by-laws, is
to:
. Maintain and improve water quality and quantity within the Roaring Fork

watershed;
. Purchase, adjudicate, lease, bank and protect water rights for the benefit of

the Roaring Fork watershed;
. Work to secure, create and augment minimum streamflows in conjunction

with non-profits, grant agencies, and appropriate State and Federal

agencies to ensure ecological health, recreational opportunities, and
wildlife and riparian habitat; promote water conservation; and
. Improve and construct capital facilities that contribute to these objectives.
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We have significant concerns about the health and quantity of the waters in Castle and Maroon
Creeks. The City's Hydroelectric Project represents a potential conflict with the mission of our
Board.

We encourage the City to revisit the appropriateness of the conduit exemption In their
application to Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.

The way in which this project is approved and completed wil have ramifications on future
diversions in our watershed and others, possibly with unforeseen negative consequences.

The reports that we have commissioned call into question the financial assumptions of the
project, if the health of the streams are to be protected.
Of particular concern to this Board are the following issues:

· A more precisely defined management plan should be specified rather than
the proposed adaptive management plan.

· More complete data is needed over a longer period of time to assess
impacts associated with the proposed water diversions.
. The City should define and preserve a healthy streamflow as opposed to

adhering to minimum streamflows.
. The City should establish a comprehensive public monitoring program.

· The City should explore alternative options for preserving its water rights.
. The City must include a binding legal commitment to maintain stream

quality and quantity throughout the year as part of any operation plan for
the facility.
In closing the Board strongly encourages the City to carefully review and consider the

conclusions and supporting statements contained in these commissioned reports, as well as the
public comments received to date.
Sincerely,

cc via mail to: Board of County Commissioners of Pitkin County

Encls. Report of Sarah Klahn, Esq_ - White & Jankowski L.L.P.

Report of Lee Rozaklis, Principal - AMEC Earth & Environmental
Report of Greg Espegren - Aquatic Specialist
Report of Kurt Johnson, Principal - TelIuride Energy LLC
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January 21,2011
Via email

John Ely, Esq.
Pitkin County Attomey
Pitkin County Attomeys Office
530 E. Main St. 3rd Floor
Aspen, CO 81 61 1

Re: Aspen's proposed Castle Creek Hydropower Project

Dear John:

You've asked me to examine the water law-related aspects of Aspen's proposed Castle
Creek Hydropower Project ("Project") to assist the Healthy Rivers and Stream Board and the
public in evaluating the adequacy of the Project as it relates to the stream health of Castle Creek.
To develop the analysis and discussion in this letter, 1 reviewed Project-related documents
provided by the City of Aspen, which I understand are now available for review at the Pitkin
i I also participated in discussions with technical members of
the consultant
County Library.
team. Where relevant in this letter, I've referenced the reports of Lee Rozaklis or Greg Espegren
either as context for my comments or so the reader may obtain additional infoiiuation.
In general, our conclusions are that:
. the Project faces some hurdles to licensing under the "conduit exemption" approach

Aspen has selected;

. Aspen likely has adequate physical water supplies that are legally available to operate
the project, although some Project opponents have alleged the water iights to be
abandoned;
. Aspen's draft "Memorandum of
of

Understanding" ("MOU") with the Colorado Division

Wildlife aimed at protecting the aquatic values of

Castle Creek should be revised to

provide for more rigorous adaptive management of the Project along with more
enforceable outcomes, such as increased bypass flows when impacts from Project
operations are measured;

i I have referred to relevant documents by the author, date, and type of document (such as l\Iiller Ecological
Consultants Report, October 8, 20 i 0) in case anyone wants to track back to the source of my understanding on
things.

White ¿. jmikoieski. L.L.P.

Kittredge Biiildiiig. 511 Shteeiilli Street. Suite 500. Deiirer, Colorado 80202
(303) 595-9441 Fax (303) 825-5632 l/aiIClidiite-jalikoieski.coli
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. to the extent that implementing the recommendations of the Espegren and Rozaklis

reports requires additional bypass tlows in eithcr Castle or ìvlaroon Creck to protcct

stream health. Colorado law provides for means to protect any such additional bypass
tlows.
1. Background information:

As described in the City's October 15.2010 Draft FERC Application ("FERC Draft").
water would be diveited at two points. one on Castle Creek and one on rvlaroon Creek. and the
watcrs commingled in Thomas Reservoir. FERC Draft, Exhibit A, unnumbercd page I. Thomas
Reservoir holds approximately i 5 acre-feet of water behind an earthen dam, and is the forebay
for Aspen's \Vater treatment plant. Water delivcred to Thomas Reservoir would be either treated
in the water treatment plant or deli\'ered via the "drain line and penstock" to the Project site on
Castle Creek. CUllent plans call for the "drain line and penstock" to be 42 inches in diameter
and 4000 feet long. The Project will use a Pelton turbine coupled to a synchronous gcncrator
with a total generating capacity of I. I 7 rvlW.

which would be dclivercd from
which would be diveited from
Castle Creek. Aspcn has said that it would diveit no more than 25 cfs tì'om Castle Creek, and
that as much as 27 cfs could come fì'om Maroon Creek. Aspen previously opcratcd a Castle
The Project would involve a 52 cfs diversion, a poition of

Maroon Creek via the Maroon Creek Pipeline and a pOltion of

Creek hydropower facility in the same location. The City switched to conventional electrical
servicc when rural electri fìcation came to the valley in the late 1950s. The plant was mothballcd

around 1958 and electrical service in town is cUllently supplied by the Municipal Encrgy Agency
Nebraska. FERC Draft, Exhibit E, unnumbered page 3.

of

Aspen has also operated a hydropower project on Maroon Creek for many years.
According to Aspen' s response to public comments, the Castle Creek Project \\'ill be capable of
generating more electricity than the ìvlaroon Creek facility. City of Aspen's Response to
Comments Received Regarding the Castle Creek Hydroelectric Plant, October 8, 20 i 0 at page 2.
The Maroon Creek hydropowcr project is served by diversion through the Maroon Creek
Pipelinc. which has a capacity of 68 cfs.

The relevant structures relatcd to the Project include: I) the rehabilitated Castle Creek
hydropower plant on Power Plant Road. next to Castle Creek and below thc Highway 82 biidgc:
2) the diversion from Castle Creek approximately 2.4 miles upstream from the Projcct site; 3) the
Maroon Creek Intake. whieh divel1s from Maroon Creek and can make deliveries either to the
ìvlaroon Creek Hydroplant or to Thomas Reservoir in the Castle Creek drainage, and the site of

the ivlaroon Creek Hydroplant approximately 1.4 miles
dO\\"stream of the j\'laroon Creek Intake. Espegren' s diagram of the rele\'ant tacilities (taken
from the Miller Ecological Consultants, Inc. rcport for Aspen) is attached for convenience. Also
relevant to this discussion are the two currently decreed instream t10w water rights, one for 12
cfs below the diversion for the Project and within the dewatered reach on Castle Creek and one
Aspen"s water treatment plant: and

John Ely. Esq.
Pitkin County Attorney
January 21.2011
Page .:

for i 4 cfs below the diversion for the rvlaroon Creek Pipeline and ,,'ithin the dewatered reach on
r.ilaroon Creek.2
2. Status of Aspen's FERC application process:

The Federal Energy Regulation Commission ("FERC") is the federal agency authorized
to administer the Federal Power Act and the body to \\'hich Aspeils application for hydropo\\"er

license is macle. FERC considers licensing application for hydropowcr projects pursuant to its
statutory and regulatory authority. An applicant must satisfy the statutory and regulatory
requirements in order to receive a license.
Federal regulations govern Aspen' s submissions under the Fecleral Po\\'er Act. Under 18
C.F. R. 4.38. Aspen is required to engage in three stages of consultation with "resource agencies"
including local govemments such as Pitkin County. The first stage began on October 13, 2009,
when Aspen provided "resource agencies" \\'ith the "Preliminary Project Infol111ation" \\'hich
described the Project including maps and cngineering details and scheduled a public meeting on
November 13,2009. CD

OW was the only resource agency to respond, and it subsequently filed

comments with FERC on January 14.2010. requesting additional technical infol111ation.
Aspen's position is that it has responded to CDOW's request for additional technical infolll1ation
through thc Miller Ecological Consulting report, disclosed on June 1 L, 2010.

Presently, Aspen' s Project is in the third stage of consultation. Pursuant to rcgulation.
Aspen filed with FERC its draft application (the FERC Draft refel1"ed to elsewhere), as well as
transmitting the FERC Draft to all resource agencies. Pursuant to the schedule. Pitkin County's
comments on the FERC Draft are due to the City on January 21, 201 1. The City is then
obligated. pursuant to federal regulations, to address comments and concerns of resource
agencies. and show it has addressed any concel1S in its final filing with FERC.

a. FERC: Aspen's Application for Exemption of Small Conduit Hydroelectric
Facilties and Status of the Process

On October 15. 2010. Aspen submitted a "Draft Application for Exemption of Small
Conduit Hydroelectric Facilities" for the Project under the "conduit exemption" provisions of
the Federal Power Act regulations. A small hydroelectric tàcility may avoid the more onerous
regulatory requirements under the Federal Power Act (such as an Environmental Impact
Statement) ifan:
existing or proposed hydroelectric tàcility that is constructed. operated or maintainecl for
the generation of hydroelectric power, and includes all structures, fixtures. equipments
and lands used and usdùl in the operation or maintenance of the hydroelectric fàcility.

" Espegreils Report provides additional discussion regarding Aspen's proposed operations to take into account these
existing instreani tlo\\' water rights, SeC'. Espcgren Rcpol1 at 4 and R,
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but excludes the conduit on which thc hydroelectric facility is located or the transmission
lines associated with the hydroelectric facility and which:
(i) utilizcs for electric power generation the hydroelectric potential of a conduit:

(ii) is located entirely on non-federal lands as defined (elsewhere in the regulations):
(iii) has an installed generating capacity of 15 MW or less:
(i\') is not an integral pai1 of a dam:

(v) discharges the water it uses for power generation either:
(A) into a conduit:
(B) directly into a point of a!,'1-iculturaL municipaL. or industrial consumption: or

(C) into a natural water body if a quantity of water equal to or greater than the
quantity dischargcd from thc hydroelectric facility is withdrawn tì'om that water body
downstream into a conduit that is pai1 of the same water supply system as the conduit on
which the hydroelectric facility is located.
18 C.F.R. 4.92.

b. Aspen's FERC Draft
Aspen's Project will use the penstock being constructed (or already constructed) fì'om

Thomas Rescrvoir3 as the "conduiC discharging into the CWCB instream nO\\' in Castle Creek
below the Project site. In its FERC Draft application, Aspen has struggled mightily to justify the

CWCB instream flow-a wholly nonconsumptivc watcr iight-as a "point of municipal
"municipality" under FERC
regulations and that the wholly iioii-consumptive instream flow is a "point of consumption"
nonetheless because thc instream flow may lawfully be maintained by the CWCB. This is a
strctch at best, but in the absence of more acute legal argument than that made so tàr by
opponents of the project (and in the absence of astute FERC lawyers knowledgeable in Colorado

consumption" on the ground that CWCB satisIies the definition of

~\'ater law). this may be adequate tor licensing pUlvoses.

In the ahernati,'e. ifit cannot satisfy the "small conduiC sho\\'ing under 18 C.F.R. 4.92.
Aspen requests an exemption tì'om the small conduit regulations. but cites only non-Colorado
.' Under FERC regulaiions, the conduit must he already exisiing, rather than constnicted for the purpose of the
hydroeleciric project. Whether the Thomas Reser\'oir conduit meets this requiremel1. built as it was to proteci the
Thomas Resen'oir. is an open quesiion, Ho\\e\'r. the City is likely \( be
neighborl10od in the event of a breach of
iaken al its word thai ii planned 10 build the conduIl all along 10 proteci ihe communiiy from properly damage.
noi\\'ithstanding the political miscalculation of announcing the conduii as a safety ,"iIve for ihe reser\'oir without
first informing the neighboring homemniers of the danger.
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decisions as its basis, The Federal Power Act requires FERC to apply state la\\' to c\'aluate

licensing applications. Ca/t(òniia \', u.s.. 438 U.S. 645 (i 978). Aspeils citation to Californiabascd dccisions is particularly unpcrsuasive because of California's dual doctrine of riparian and
prior appropriative rights. However. unless the County desires to assist Aspen in surviving an
attack on thcir licensing application. the qucstion of whether Aspen has met the exemption
standards is something that will be left to the FERC process.

3. Aspen has water supplies available to operate its Project.
As described in the Rozaklis repoi1. Aspen has physically available water supplies on
Castlc Crcck and Maroon Creck to operatc the Project. On Castle Creek the City has two
existing water rights that are decreed lòr hydropower uses. The Midland Flume Ditch has two

water rights dccrecd to it. Piiority No.1 36-A \\'hich was originally decreed as the "Castle Creek
Flume Ditch" lòr 60 cfs \\'ith an i 891 adjudication date and an i 885 piioiity date. The piiority
date and change ofplacc ofdivcrsion were subsequently changed to the Midland Flume Ditch in

the 1949 supplemental adjudication, C.A. No.3 723. The Midland Flume Ditch Priority No. 207
fiir 100 cfs with an 1889 priority date also in C.A. No.3 723. Together these rights provide i 60
cfs of decreed tlow tòr hydropower purposes as well as domestic uses.

Aspen also has water rights in Maroon Creek decreed fòr hydropower uses. Under the
adjudication conducted by the district court in Case No.3 723, August 25, i 949, the Nestell
Ditch, PiiOlity No. 108A was decreed for 3.4 cfs f(,ir domestic and power purposes with an July
10, 1889 priority date and the Maroon Ditch was decreed for 65 cfs to generate electrical energy,
power. and to supply domestic water to Aspen with a piiority date of August i 1, 1892. Case No.
80CW564 decreed a conditional right for the Maroon Creek Pipeline Intake and Diversion Dam
at the same location as the Maroon Ditch rights for 68.4 cfs tòr municipal and hydropower uses
with a priority datc of

Dcccmbcr 29, i 965.

For purposes of this letter. we have not made an examination of \\'hether any of Aspen' s

water rights listcd above should be considered lcgally abandoned. However. members of the
public have raised this issue in comments during the consultation process. See. e.g., Lctter tìom

Noto to FERC. Novcmbcr 13, 1009.

4. Aspen has certain legal options to protect stream health via enhanced b~'pass flows
during operation of the Project.
Rozaklis and Espegren re\'ie\\'ed the Miller Ecological Consulting ("jvIEC') and
underlying data used in the MEC repol1 to evaluate the City's assertion that the Project can be
operated without undue impact to strcam health.~ Both Rozaklis and Espegren identify problems
or questions relating to tlow-based assumptions and conclusions relied upon by thc City's
4 Specilically. the MEC report concludes thai by retaining the peak 110\\' regime and the new recommended

minimum 110,,s under the proposed operaiions. "there are no measurable impacts expected to strcam health or the
fish coll1\1unity or macroiJ\'ertebrates" and that "Castle Creek and Maroon Creek should maiJ\ain their current level

of strcam health:' ¡vI EC repoi1 ai 72. See discussion in Espegren Report at i;-) Q,

John Ely. Esq.
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expel1s, Rozaklis questions the estimated historical stream flows used by ¡VIEe (and generated

by K. D. Sundecn) because of the paucity of measured stream flow data relied upon by Sundecn
and because the results ofSundeells estimates are inconsistent with regional streamllo\\" models
used by USGS and others. Espegren identifies concerns \\"ith MECs reliance on R2Cross

methodology. whieh is limited to base flo\\' analyses and would allo\\' Castle Creek to be "Ilatthe year. He recommends. instead. a
lined" by Project diversions for as much as 7 months of
serious "adaptive management" eff0l1 that would measure the effects of Project operations
through a study more rigorous and enforceable than that negotiated by CDOW and Aspen.

a. Aspen's MOO with CDOW is insuffciently rigorous.
the peak
Even if
the MEC analysis is COITect Aspen cannot guarantee continuation of
flow regime upon which the environmental analysis is based and its draft MOU with CDOW is
inadequate to protect bascflows. As a practical matter. the prior appropriation doctrine does not

provide a legal basis to appropriate or "fix" the peak flO\\"s in the stream.5 Climate change as
the prior appropriation system suggests that the flow regime will
well as the dynamic nature of
be subject to change in the future. and that less water may be available throughout the year. See
Rozaklis Repoi1. Sueh changes \\ill impact management decisions made regarding impacts of
operations at times of peak flow and base flow. As a result, Aspcn should adopt a robust effoit to
conduct "adapti\'e management" studies that \\'ould allow for meaningful adjustment of
operations to protect stream health. Espegren' s report details the technical considerations of a

robust adadptive management program.
As a legal matter. if a more robust adaptive management pro!:'i-am dcmonstrated Project

impacts that requircd additional bypass flows to preserve and protect stream health, the CDOWMOU should also be modified to provide a mechanism by which the additional bypass flows
could be legally protected. One option would for Aspen to agree to make a donation to the
CWCB of the required additional bypass which CWCB could use to enhance its existing
i nstream flow right for the dewatered reach of Castle Creek.
b. The only real

limitation on Project size is the water supply.

In addition. AìvlECs physical supply analysis sho\\'s that Aspen's ,,itcI' rights on Castle
Creek available for hydropower purposes are larger than the rep011ed size of the pipes or the
turbinc facility. This suggests that even if Aspen commits to operating the Project in an
environmentally sensitive \\ay in the near tenn. it is not foreclosed from inercasing the size of
the pipes and the turbine in ordcr to run largcr quantities of water through the plant in the future.
Because of this potcntial. Aspen should agree to voluntarily limit the size of the Project into the
futurc. by one of the strategies described belo\\.
5 The United States of America has al1iculated a "tluvial geomorphology" theory under the reserved rights doctrine
ihai has been rejected at least l\'ice. Uniied SIlles 1", ,\'eil" .I!exico. -us U,S, 696 (1978). Howe\'er. Aspen is not
authorized to hold a federal rcst:wd right (rights thai can be held only by the United States or Indian Tribes) e\'en if
this theory had been confinned by a COUl1,

John Ely, Esq.
Pitkin County Attomey
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o One option would be to enter into an agreement to provide that amounts available
for diversion for hydropower use above the 27/25 cfs regime would be committed
to bypass flows. To the extent the amounts were being used to enhance a CWCB
instream flow in the impacted reaches of either Maroon or Castle Creek, the
model could be the 1998 Castle Creek lOA between Aspen and CWCB.

o Another option would be to donate poi1ions of the hydropower rights to the Pitkin
County water trust, to be changed for uses agreed upon by the parties. This would
provide a source of water to enhance instream flows in the two affected streams as
well as the Roaring Fork.

o A final, "split the baby" option might be to agree to allow Aspen to retain their
hydropower rights but by agreement condition their eventual full development
with commitments for increased bypass amounts.
5. Conclusion:

how
the County or others, through the proposed mediation process, can ask Aspen to "lock in" its
Project operations in order to guarantee stream health. Questions regarding stream health arise
because of the uncertainties related to the effects of dewatering. Developing bypass flow
Technical concems raised by Rozaklis and Espegren both implicate the question of

amounts based on the results of Espegren' s proposed adaptive management program, and

protecting those amounts using one of the legal strategies described above, would protect the
stream and provide flexibility to Aspen's operations.

~

Best regards,

Sarah A. Klahn
cc: File
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1 Introduction

At the request of Pitkin County, we have reviewed the Castle Creek Hydropower Project (the
Project) as proposed by the City of Aspen (Aspen) to determine if the Project would be
consistent with and would advance the goals of the County's Healthy Streams Initiative. Our
review focused on the Project's hydrologic and operational aspects. We considered the
scope of Aspen's analysis; assumptions made regarding available water supply, Project
capacities and operations; the Project's stream flow impacts; the adequacy of the proposed
monitoring plan; and trade-offs between hydropower generation/revenue and bypass options.
In conducting our review, we examined Project-related documents provided by Aspen, which
we understand are available for review at the Pitkin County Library. We also requested and
received a copy of the spreadsheet model developed by Grand River Consulting and used by
Aspen to simulate the operation of the Project. We also participated in discussions with other
members of the County's consultant team: Greg Espegren, Kurt Johnson and Sarah Klahn.

2 Summary of Aspen's Proposed Castle Creek Hydropower Project
The Project would utilize portions of Aspen's existing municipal raw water supply diversion
and conveyance system to divert water from Castle and Maroon Creeks for hydropower
generation at a proposed new hydropower plant that would be located about 4,000
downstream of Thomas Reservoir and adjacent to Castle Creek. The Project is designed to
be to be a run-of-river diversion (no storage) with relatively modest diversion capacities
compared to available stream flows. The Project would reduce stream flows in approximately

2.4 miles of Castle Creek and 2.7 miles of Maroon Creek, Stream flows would be increased
in approximately 0.7 miles of Castle Creek and approximately 1.2 miles of the Roaring Fork
River due to return of water to Castle Creek that would be diverted from Maroon Creek.

Aspen currently diverts most of its municipal water supplies from Castle Creek via the
Midland Flume Ditch (also known as the Castle Creek intake), which has a reported capacity
of 25 cfs. The Midland Flume Ditch delivers water to Thomas Reservoir. Thomas Reservoir
has a reported storage capacity of approximately 15 acre-feet and is a re- regulating forebay
reservoir for Aspen's water treatment plant. On occasions when the divertible supply in
Castle Creek is insufficient, Aspen diverts additional water for municipal use from Maroon
Creek via the Maroon Creek Pipeline and Diversion Dam (also known as the Maroon Creek
Intake), which is principally used to divert water for hydropower generation at the existing

Maroon Creek hydropower plant. The Maroon Creek Pipeline has a reported capacity of 68
cfs. A bifurcation in the Maroon Creek Pipeline allows for water to be diverted to Thomas
Reservoir. The capacity of the Maroon Creek Pipeline segment to Thomas Reservoir is
reported to be 27 cfs.

Water to be used for hydropower generation by the Project would be diverted from Castle
and Maroon Creeks, using the remaining flow capacity of the Midland Flume Ditch and the
Maroon Creek Pipeline after Aspen's municipal water supply diversions, to Thomas
Reservoir. Water delivered to Thomas Reservoir would either be delivered to Aspen's water
treatment plant or to the new Castle Creek hydro plant via a recently constructed 42"
AMEC Earth & Environmental
Boulder Offce
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diameter penstock. Outflow from the Castle Creek hydro plant would be discharged to Castle
Creek at a point approximately 2.4 miles downstream of the Midland Flume Ditch intake.
According to Aspen, Maroon Creek diversions for hydropower generation by the Project

would come from water currently diverted to the existing Maroon Creek hydropower plant.
The Maroon Creek Pipeline currently diverts up to 68 cfs for hydropower generation at the

Maroon Creek hydropower plant, subject to maintaining a minimum bypass of 14 cfs at the
Maroon Creek Diversion Dam. Water to be diverted from Maroon Creek for hydropower
generation by the Project would be subject to maintaining the 14 cfs bypass at the Maroon
Creek Diversion Dam and to providing the first 10 cfs of flow in excess of the 14 cfs bypass
for continued hydropower generation at the Maroon Creek hydropower plant. When the
stream flow at the Maroon Creek diversion dam is greater than 24 cfs (14 cfs for stream
bypass plus 10 cfs for the Maroon Creek hydropower plant), Aspen would make additional
diversions of up to 27 cfs for hydropower diversions by the Project. To the degree that
additional water is available, Aspen would continue to divert up to an additional 31 cfs for
hydropower generation at the Maroon Creek hydropower plant, for a cumulative hydropower
diversion amount of 68 cfs.
3 Water Available for Hydropower Generation

Aspen's environmental and financial assessments of the Project are based on a simulation
model of the Project developed by Grand River Consulting. The Grand River model
simulates the daily operation of the Project over a hydrologic study period of water years
1970 through 1994. Stream flows at the Project's diversion points were not historically
measured. Therefore, the Grand River model estimates stream flows at the diversion points
based upon stream flow data historically recorded at two USGS gages: Maroon Creek above
Aspen, Colorado (#09075700), and Castle Creek above Aspen, Colorado (#09074800),

which operated from 1969 to 1994. Each of these gages was located several miles upstream
of the Project's respective diversion points, and stream flows recorded at these gage
locations are not indicative of water available at the diversion points because there are
significant inflows between the gage locations and the diversion points.
The Grand River model estimates stream flows at the Project's diversion points by multiplying
daily stream flows recorded at the gages by monthly coeffcients. As shown in Figure 1
(which is a screen capture of the Grand River model's "Set-up" page), the Grand River model
uses a coeffcient of 265% for all months of the year to convert flows at the Castle Creek
gage to flows at the Castle Creek diversion, and a coeffcient of 140% for all months of the

year to convert flows at the Maroon Creek gage to flows at the Maroon Creek diversion. The
origin and basis for these coeffcients were not described. These coefficients appear to be
partially based upon a 1994 report by Enartech 1. Pages 3 through 5 of the Enartech report
describe the derivation of a simulation model of Aspen's Castle Creek and Maroon Creek
diversion system (possibly a precursor of the Grand River model), including eight paired
stream flow measurements taken during January, February, March and October of 1994 in
order to develop coefficients for converting stream flows recorded at the Castle Creek and

i City of Aspen - Evaluation of

Raw Water Availability - October 1994 Update. Enarech. Inc.
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Maroon Creek gages into stream flows at the Castle Creek and Maroon Creek diversion
points. According to Table 1 of the Enartech report, the average ratio of stream flows
measured at the Castle Creek diversion to stream flows measured at the Castle Creek gage
was 267%, which is nearly identical to the 265% coeffcient used in the Grand River modeL.
There was only one set of paired measurements taken on Maroon Creek, which produced a
ratio of 158%, which is slightly greater than the 140% coefficient used in the Grand River
modeL. It should be noted that the Enartech report described the period during which stream
flow measurements were taken as being "an above average base flow period, following one
of the wettest years in recent history". The Enartech report adopted coefficients of 230% for
Castle Creek and 125% for Maroon Creek in recognition of the non-representative nature of
the stream flow monitoring period.
In Rocky Mountain streams, stream flow at a given location is primarily a function of the size
of the tributary drainage area and the amount of precipitation in that drainage area. Stream
flow per unit area generally increases with elevation because precipitation increases with
elevation. This differential effect of elevation and precipitation is greater during the non-base
flow period due to the influence of snowmelt from the higher elevation areas. During the
winter months, there is often no increase in unit runoff from higher elevations because of
increased snowmelt and occasional rains at lower elevations due to generally warmer
temperatures. Therefore, coeffcients developed from winter season stream flow

measurements are generally not representative of other months. Given the nonrepresentative nature of stream flows during the 1994 winter season, it is likely that the

coeffcients reported by Enartech for Castle and Maroon Creeks (even the lower adopted
coeffcients of 230% for Castle Creek and 125% for Maroon Creek) would result in
overestimation of stream flows at the Castle and Maroon Creek diversion points.
The drainage areas and average precipitation for the Castle and Maroon Creek gage
locations and diversion points are shown in Table 1. On the basis of relative drainage area
alone, the coefficients for Castle and Maroon Creek should be 216% and 118%, respectively.
The average precipitation for the Castle and Maroon Creek diversion points is less than that
for the Castle and Maroon Creek gage locations, so if precipitation effects are considered,

the coeffcients for Castle and Maroon Creek should be less than 216% and 118%,
respectively.
The effects of drainage area and precipitation on mean monthly and annual stream flow are
well-captured by regional models developed by the USGS to estimate natural stream flow

statistics in Colorad02. We applied the USGS models specifically designed to estimate mean
monthly and mean annual stream slows to the four Castle Creek and Maroon Creek drainage
areas. The results are shown in Table 2. The USGS model-derived coefficients for mean
monthly stream flows for Castle Creek range from 185% to 216%, with an annual flow

coeffcient of 193%. The USGS model-derived coeffcients for mean monthly stream flows
for Maroon Creek range from 102% to 111 %, with an annual flow coeffcient of 106%.

In order to explore the effect of stream flow coefficients upon Aspen's analysis of the Project,
we ran the Grand River model with the USGS-derived monthly coefficients for Castle and

2 Capesius ,Joseph P. and Verlin C. Stephens. Regional Regression Equations for Estimation of Natural Streamflow Statistics

in Colorado. Scientific Investigations Report 2009-5136, U.S. Geological Survey.
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Maroon Creek. This resulted in reductions in average annual stream flow of 25% at the
Maroon Diversion and 26% at the Castle Creek diversion. Average annual hydropower
production was reduced by 19%. The number of years that stream flows downstream of the
Castle Creek diversion were continuously reduced to the 13.3 cfs bypass level for more than
6 months increased from 6 years to 13 years out of the 25-year model study period. The flow
depletions to both Castle and Maroon Creeks resulting from the operation of the Project,
expressed as percent flow depletion, would be significantly greater in all months.
It should be recognized that stream flows at the Castle and Maroon Creek diversions
produced by the USGS model and the Grand River model are just estimates. Actual stream
flows at those locations are a function of the unique characteristics and processes of those
drainage areas. However, the drainage area sizes and precipitation data for those drainage
areas argue for significantly lower coeffcients than those included in the Grand River modeL.

Given the importance of accurate stream flow estimates in assessing project feasibility and
impacts, Aspen should conduct a more thorough study of water availability at the Project's
diversion points, including paired stream flow measurements at the Project's diversion points
and at the stream gage locations during all months of the year and during a range of wet,
average and dry year conditions.
4 Range of Stream Flow Impacts

The Miller Report3 portrayed the Project's stream flow impacts for three year types: average
year (1980), dry year (1977) and wet year (1984), based upon output from the Grand River
modeL. While these years are representative of average, dry and wet years, the full range
and extent of The Project's stream flow impacts are not adequately disclosed by limiting the

presentation of impacts to those three years.
The stream flow impacts that would result from the Project's proposed operation would be
more variable, and in some aspects more serious, than those shown in the average year, dry
year and wet year hydrographs presented in the Miller report. For example, in one year of
the study period (1978), post-project stream flows downstream of the Castle Creek intake
would be continuously reduced to Aspen's proposed 13.3 cfs bypass level for more than 7
months. In 6 of the 25 years of the hydrologic study period, stream flows downstream of the
Castle Creek intake would be continuously reduced to 13.3 cfs for more than 6 months. The
full statistical dimensions of the Project's stream flow impacts should be reported and
considered in formulating appropriate bypasses.
To illustrate this point, we utilized the Grand River model to generate three tables (Tables 3
through 5 of this report) that show the statistical distribution of stream flow impacts to Castle
Creek downstream of the Castle Creek intake, expressed as percent flow reductions, and
that compare the flow reductions shown in Figures 14 through 16 of the Miller Report to this

statistical distribution. The individual values in the main portion of the tables are colorformatted in proportion to their magnitude. The flow reductions shown in Figures 14 through
16 of the Miller Report are shown in the right column of each table. The individual values in

3 Miller Ecological Consultants, Inc. Castle Creek Hydroelectric Plant Environmental Report. October 8,2010.
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the main portion of the tables that bracket the values shown in the Miller report are outlined
on boxes. As these tables show, the range of stream flow impacts that would result from the
Project's operation, expressed as percent flow reductions, is much greater than what was

shown in the Miller Report. The frequency and duration of stream flow impacts during each
season of the year are meaningful and should be considered in formulating appropriate
bypass schedules that would protect stream health.
5 Potential Effects of Climate Change

As previously discussed, Aspen's analysis of the Project was based upon 25 years of
historical hydrology as represented by the Castle Creek and Maroon Creek stream gages. In
its analysis, Aspen has not considered the potential effects of climate change upon stream
flows available for the Project, Project hydropower revenues and Project stream flow impacts.
While there is considerable uncertainty in climate change science, most climate models point
to warmer temperatures throughout the year. Stream flow patterns are likely to change as
warmer temperatures reduce the storage effect of snowpack, resulting in earlier onset of
runoff, earlier peak flows, shorter runoff periods, reduced flows in late summer and fall, and
extended periods of base flow. These trends are likely to take longer than 10 years to
become evident, but are projected to be noticeable by 2040.
The Colorado River Water Availability Study examined the potential effects of climate change
upon stream flows on the West Slope of Colorado. The Study used five alternative climate
projections for the 2040 and 2070 planning horizons, and a physical hydrology model (the
Variable Infiltration Capacity, or 'VIC' model) to translate changes in temperature and
precipitation to changes in natural flows throughout the Colorado river basin. The Study's
model results for year 2040 natural flows on the Roaring Fork River near Aspen and at
Glenwood Springs are shown in Attachment B. The trends toward earlier onset of runoff,
earlier peak flows, shorter runoff periods, reduced flows in late summer and fall, and
extended periods of base flow are evident in these figures.
6 No Protection for Flows Greater Than Specified Bypass Flows

The Miller report's finding that the stream health of Castle and Maroon Creeks would not be
impaired by the Project assumes the continuation of all historical stream flows not diverted by
the Project. Aspen proposes to bypass flows needed to protect base flows as defined by the
State of Colorado's R2Cross methodology, which was designed to quantify the minimum
amounts needed to protect the natural environment to a reasonable degree. No protection is
proposed for flows greater than Aspen's specified bypass flows. A significant portion of the
post-project flow regime could be diverted by other entities under new water rights.
Additional future diversions by others, while not attributable to the Project, could result in
significant additional stream flow depletions. As discussed below, it may be possible for
Aspen to commit a portion of its Castle Creek hydropower rights to protect instream flows in
Castle Creek at levels greater than 13.3 cfs through change of use and donation to the
CWCB under the County's trust agreement.
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7 Potential for Expansion of Hydropower Diversions

Aspen owns existing absolute hydropower water rights for the Castle Creek pipeline in
amounts totaling 160cfs, although portions of these rights are subject to other commitments
including providing up to 33 cfs of municipal water supply for Aspen, providing up to 0.075 cfs
to an augmentation plan decreed in Case No. 90CW244 (Division 5), and maintaining the
CWCB's 12 cfs instream flow right. By comparison, the reported capacity of the Castle Creek

pipeline is 25 cfs. Thus, Aspen's hydropower water rights greatly exceed the stated capacity
of that pipeline. In the future, Aspen could decide to fully utilize its Castle Creek hydropower
rights by enlarging the capacity of the Castle Creek pipeline and installing a second penstock
and turbine. This would result in additional impacts to Castle Creek. As an alternative, it may
be possible for Aspen to commit the remaining unused portion of its Castle Creek
hydropower rights to protect instream flows in Castle Creek at levels greater than 13.3 cfs
through change of use and donation to the CWCB.

8 Monitoring Plan and Memorandum of Agreement
Our review of Aspen's proposed Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the Colorado
Division of Wildlife and the associated Monitoring Program suggests several areas where the
MOU and Monitoring Program should be modified.
As part of the Project, Aspen should provide real-time measurement and publicly accessible
reporting of daily flow bypasses at the Castle Creek and Maroon Creek diversion structures
and flows below the Castle Creek and Maroon Creek hydropower discharge points.
Given the uncertainties of Aspen's estimates of Project water availability, the Monitoring Plan
should include paired stream flow measurements at the Project's diversion points and at the
stream gage locations during all months of the year and during a range of wet, average and
dry years. Because potential changes in stream flows due climate change may take longer
than 10 years to become evident, the Monitoring Plan should run for at least 20 years. The
draft MOU and Monitoring plan should also be strengthened to address problems pointed out
by Espegren related to establishing an adequate baseline condition, the practical
impossibility of demonstrating causality as a requisite for modification of Project operations,
and overall enforceability.

Aspen's proposed approach to adaptive management begins with Aspen's proposed
bypasses (which are based on the State of Colorado's R2 Cross minimum protection criteria)
and relies on post-project monitoring to demonstrate both significant impairment and clear
causality as prerequisites to the modifying the Project's operation. As an alternative, Aspen
should consider taking a more precautionary approach, which could include adopting variable
limits to diversions, as an alternative to fixed
and proportional bypasses, and/or seasonal
bypasses, in order to protect other biologically important aspects of the hydrograph.

Aspen has explored the trade-ofts between project revenues and alternative fixed amounts of
bypass on Castle Creek ranging from 12 cfs to 19 cfs. Aspen should also explore the
financial implications of adopting a variable bypass schedule that would be proportional to
stream flows during a specified period, or limiting the project's Castle Creek diversions to a
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specified non-base flow season. Either of these alternatives would provide for continued
variability in stream flow during the base flow period. As discussed by Espegren and others,
stream flow variability is an important element of stream health.
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Table 3: Stream Flow Reductions Downstream of Castle Creek Intake, Dry Year
Percentile
Week
24-Sep
1-0ct

8-0ct
15-0ct
22-0ct
29-0et
5-Nov
12-Nov
19-Nov
26-Nov

3-Dee
10-Dee
17-Dec
24-Dee
1-Jan
2-Jan
9-Jan
16-Jan
23-Jan
30-Jan
6-Feb
13-Feb
20-Feb
27-Feb
5-Mar
12-Mar
19-Mar
26-Mar

20%
23.8%
24.6%
28.2%
31.8%
34.7%
38.2%
42.5%
45.1%
44.6%
42.5%
42.5%
42.5%
35.1%
31.9%
12.5%
25.3%
20.3%
20.5%

90% Max

45.1%
45.1%.
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%1

59.3%,
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
57.2%
57.2%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%

2-Apr
9-Apr
16-Apr
23-Apr
30-Apr
7-May
14-May
21-May
28-May

40.3%1
40.3%1

40.3%
36.4%
26.3%
14.3%
15.2%
23.8%
29.3%
34.7%
40.3%
39.8%
39.8%
36.2%
33.2%
40.3%
41.9%
41.9%
41.9%

4-Jun
11-Jun
18-Jun
25-Jun
2-Jul
9-Jul
16-Jul
23-Jul
30-Jul
6-Aug
13-Aug
20-Aug
27-Aug
3-Sep
10-Sep

41.9%1

41.9%

1 7 -Sep
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1977
5.2%
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31.4%
27.6%
21.4%
13.7%
5.2%
4.4%
1.7%
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5.9%
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5.9%
9.5%
8.9%
11.4%
19.9%
33.1%
44.2%
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31.6%
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8.2%
12.9%
20.9%
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20.0%
27.0%
33.9%
16.9%
6.4%
31.3%
8.5%
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Table 4: Stream Flow Reductions Downstream of Castle Creek Intake, Average Year
Week
24-Sep
1-0et
8-0et
15-0et
22-0et
29-0et
5-Nov
12-Nov
19-Nov
26-Nov

3-Dee
10-Dee
17-Dee
24-Dee
1-Jan

2-Jan
9-Jan
16-Jan
23-Jan
30-Jan
6-Feb
13-Feb
20-Feb
27-Feb

10%

20%

30%
28.0%
.. .; °0 22.6% 24.6% 28.0%
27.2% 28.2% 31.8%
26.3%
38.2%
29.3%
40.3%
29.7%
42.5%
42.6%
9,3%
16.8%
48.0%
48.4%
1. OJ~% .
48.4%
48.1%
42.5%
42.5%
35.1%
30.8%
35.1%
35.1%
28.7%
30.6%
28.7%
23.2%
19.5%

Min

60%
36.4%
37.8%
41.7%
48.0%
48.0%
48.4%
51.2%
53.3%
53.3%
53.3%
53.3%
49.6%
48.4%
48.4%
45.1%
48.0%
42.5%
42.5%
35.1%
35.1%
35.1%
35.1%
33.4%
34.3%
35.1%
35.1%
35.1%
42.5%
42.5%
42.5%
45.1%
38.9%
25.4%

r'3.8%

5-Mar
12-Mar
19-Mar
26-Mar
2-Apr
9-Apr
16-Apr
23-Apr
30-Apr
7-May
14-May
21-May
28-May

70%
38.2%
40.3%
42.6%
48.0%
51.2%
51.2%
53.3%
54.9%
54.6%
54.9%
53.3%
53.3%
51.2%
53.3%
48.4%
48.4%
42.5%
42.5%
42.5%
35.1%
35.1%
41.1%
42.5%
35.1%
35.1%
35.1%
42.5%
42.5%
42.5%
45.1%
48.4%
48.0%
28.2%
27.0%

3-Sep
10-Sep
17-Sep

53.3%: 57.2% 59.3%
48.4% 53.3% 59.3%
48.4% 53.3% 59.3%
48.4%1 53.3% 59.3%
42.5% 53.3% 59.3%
42.5% 53.3% 59.3%
42.5% 55.6% 59.3%
42.5% 53.3% 59.3%
42.5% 53.3% 57.2%
42.5% 48.4% 57.2%
42.5% 48.4%
42.5% 48.4%
42.5% 48.4%
43.6% 48.4%

59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%

48.4%1 53.3% 59.3%
48.4%: 54.9% 59.3%
53.3%'i 56.3% 59.3%
51.6%' 54.9% 59.3%
33.5% 38.2% 40.3%
31.9% 36.3% 40.3%
14..0% 21.1 % 32.6%,40.3%l

,1;;i~8i~ 13.8% 18.5% 36.4%

1 tA'Ý 26.3%

4-Jun
11-Jun
18-Jun
25-Jun
2-Jul
9-Jul
16-Jul
23-Jul
30-Jul
6-Aug
13-Aug
20-Aug
27-Aug

80%
90% Max
38.2% 40.3% 45.1 %
41.7% 42.6% 45.1 %
45.1% 52.4% 59.3%
53.3% 57.2% 59.3%
53.3%, 57.2% 59.3%
53.3%, 54.9% 59.3%
54.9% 57.2% 59.3%
57.2% 59.3% 59.3%
54.9% 58.4% 59.3%
57.2% 59.3% 59.3%
57.2% 59.3% 59.3%
54.9% 57.2% 59.3%
53.3% 57.2% 59.3%
53.3% 57.2% 59.3%

°

1,g.4~

11

-,q%,
12.8%
14.6%
16.1%
18.5%
18.5%
20.5% 24.6%
20.0%1 25.0%

"1 ~ßlilo/
1.60/0 13.3%

14.3%
16.5%
18.3%
21.1%
24.6%
23.1%
27.2%
28.2%

15.5%
18.5%
21.1%
23.1%
27.2%
25.0%
30.1%
31.8%

12.2%
13.5%
17.4%
20.5%
23.1%
28.2%
30.5%
30.5%
30.5%
33.2%
34.7%

13.4%
16.9%
20.0%
23.1%
25.0%
31.8%
33.9%
36.4%
34.5%
34.7%
36.4%

14.3%
15.2%
23.8%
29.3%
12.0% 34.7%
15.5% 40.3%1
20.0% 39.8%
23.5% 39.8%!
27.4% 36.2%
27.2% 33.2%
33.2% 40.3%1
38.2% 41.9%
40.3% 41.9%
38.2% 41.9%
38.2% 41.9%
38.~% 41.9%
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1980
41.3%
43.7%
45.9%
46.4%
49.9%
48.9%
54.5%
56.3%
53.6%
52.4%
47.6%
42.5%
41.5%
35.1%
35.1%
34.7%
34.7%
32.9%
33.8%
30.3%
30.8%
31.2%
31.2%
30.8%
28.9%
24.3%
17.8%
11.6%
6.4%
8.8%
32.3%
22.9%
28.4%
34.0%
18.2%
11.7%
7.0%
3.3%
3.2%
3.0%
3.7%
5.3%
8.8%
11.4%
14.4%
17.4%
19.4%
22.9%
23.8%
28.8%
21.5%
27.7%
33.7%
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Table 5: Stream Flow Reductions Downstream of Castle Creek Intake, Wet Year
Week
24-Sep
1-0et

30%
28.0%
28.0%
31.8%
38.2%
40.3%
42.5%
42.6%
48.0%
48.4%
48.4%
48.1%

8-0ct
15-0et
22-0et
29-0ct
5-Nov
12-Nov
19-Nov
26-Nov
3-Dee
10-Dee
17-Dee

60%
36.4%
37.8%
41.7%
48.0%
48.0%
48.4%
51.2%
53.3%
53.3%
53.3%
53.3%

48.4%
48.4%
45.1%
48.0%
42.5%
42.5%
35.1%
35.1%
35.1%
35.1%
33.4%
34.3%
35.1%
35.1%
35.1%
42.5%
42.5%
42.5%
45.1%
38.9%
25.4%
22.3%

24-Dee
1-J an

2-Jan
9-Jan
16-Jan
23-Jan
30-Jan
6-Feb
13-Feb
20-Feb
27-Feb
5-Mar
12-Mar
19-Mar
26-Mar
2-Apr
9-Apr
16-Apr
23-Apr
30-Apr
7-May
14-May
21-May
28-May

-1 .70/6

4-Jun
11-Jun
18-Jun
25-Jun
2-Jul
9-Jul
16-Jul
23-Jul
30-Jul
6-Aug
13-Aug
20-Aug
27-Aug

3-Sep
10-Sep
17 -Sep

70%
38.2%
40.3%
42.6%
48.9%
51.2%
51.2%
53.3%
54.9%
54.6%
54.9%
53.3%
53.3%
51.2%
53.3%
48.4%
48.4%
42.5%
42.5%
42.5%
35.1%
35.1%
41.1%
42.5%
35.1%
35.1%
35.1%
42.5%
42.5%
42.5%
45.1%
48.4%
48.0%
28.2%
27.0%
14.0%

80%
38.2%
41.7%
45.1%
53.~%
53.3%
53.3%
54.9%
57.2%
54.9%
57.2%
57.2%
54.9%
53.3%
53.3%
53.3%
48.4%
48.4%
48.4%
42.5%
42.5%
42.5%
42.5%
42.5%
42.5%
42.5%
42.5%
42.5%
43.6%
48.4%
48.4%
i
53.3%
i
51.6%
33.5%
31.9%

1ff..S%
.5°

13.8%
8i~6q

90% Max
40.3% 45.1 %'

42.6% 45.1 %
52.4%
57.2%
57.2%
54.9%
57.2%
59.3%
58.4%
59.3%
59.3%
57.2%
57.2%
57.2%
57.2%
53.3%
53.3%
53.3%
53.3%
53.3%
55.6%
53.3%
53.3%
48.4%
48.4%
48.4%
48.4%
48.4%
53.3%
54.9%
56.3%

59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
57.2%
57.2%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%
59.3%

S4.9%
38.2%
36.3%
21. %: 32.6%

59.3%
40.3%
40.3%
40.3%

18.5%; 36.4%1

°,10 26.3%

° 14.3%

,1:ó ;~"'o

12 :0°;'

5.2%
23.8%
29.3%
34.7%

.2% 13.4% 15.5%., 40.3%1
tt(':5 0 l3.5% 16.9% 20.0% 39.8%j
14.6% 17.4% 20.0% 23.5% 39.8%
18.1% 20.5% 23.1% 27.4% 36.2%
20.5% 23.1% 25.0% 27.2% 33.2%
24.7% 28.2% 31.8% 33.2% 40.3%
1

V~

.~' ."

y;

11.6%
12.8%
14.6%
16.1%
18.5%
18.5%
20.5%
20.0%

12.9%
14.0%
16.9%
19.1%
21.1%
20.5%
24.6%
25.0%

11.6%
14.3%
16.5%
18.3%
21.1%
24.6%
23.1%
27.2%
28.2%

13.3%
15.5%
18.5%
21.1%
23.1%
27.2%
25.0%
30.1%
31.8%

26.6%
29.3%
27.2%
31.8%
33.7%

30.5%
30.5%
30.5%
33.2%
34.7%

33.9%
36.4%
34.5%
34.7%
36.4%

38.2%
40.3%
38.2%
38.2%
38.4%

41.9%
41.9%
41.9%
41.9%
41.9%
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1984
27.9%
33.0%
35.9%
37.8%
40.3%
41.6%
43.4%
48.4%
52.4%
56.8%
56.9%
55.7%
45.8%
54.9%
51.8%
48.3%
45.9%
44.2%
40.4%
35.0%
36.2%
39.4%
35.3%
26.1%
19.2%
25.2%
26.1%
16.3%
21.6%
28.7%
28.7%
-9.4%
-10.0%
7.0%
3.4%
2.6%
4.0%
3.9%
2.2%
1.9%
2.1%
2.3%
3.5%
4.2%
5.6%
7.5%
7.9%
8.6%
11.3%
14.4%
17.8%
19.1%
21.1%
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SIMULATION MODEL

A computer model of the Cltýs Integrated diversion system has been developed to simulate long-term
water availabilit. The operation of this integrated system Is complex and may factors that affect the Cits
diversions are not completely understood. For example, the amount of stream flow occu~ng at the
primary Intake facilities on Castle Creek and Maroon Creek has not been historically measured. As a result,

estimates of the amount of stream flow occurring at the diversion sites have been made. Many other
critical estimates and assumptions have been used in the simulation eforts, Including assumptions

regarding the timIng and amount of the Cits Mure water demands. These estmates and assumptions
signifcantly Influence the results and conclusions of the water availabilit simulation.
Users of the Clts water system rely

on a dependable year-round supply of water, even during critical

drought periods. As a result, it is Important that the amount of water avanable to the Cit Is not
overestimated or overcommited, ånd that Interruptions In water supply do not occur. Accordingly, severa
conservative assumptions and estimates have been applied In the simulation model, particularly for those
issues that are not well understood (such as stream flow during drought periods).

Data collection has been initiated to improve the accuracy of the estimates and assumptions used In the
modeL. As additional data and Information becomes available, the evaluation of water availabilit should be
periodically updated in order to Improve the accuracy of water supply forecasts.

A partial printout of the simulation model, for one year of simulation, Is presented in Attchment 1. A
general description of the operation of the model, and the primary assumptions used In the model, occurs
below.

SIMULATION PERIOD

The model simulates dally operation of Cit facilities for a 23-year historic period extending from the 1970

water 'year through the 1992 water year. This period coincides with the historic operation of U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS) streamgages In the upper Castle Creek and Maroon Creek watersheds. The
i
i

J

study period is generally representative of long-term conditions and contains some of the driest as well as
the wettest Indivdual years that have occurred within the last century. However, the study period does not
contain a worst-case consecutive dry year period such as that which occurred in the 1950's.

smEAM FLOW PROJECTIONS

Stream flow gaging has not occurred at the primary Cit diversion facilties on Castle Creek and Maroon
Creek. Gaging sites are located a considerable distance upstream of the facilities and are not accurate

indicators of water availabnit at the diversion sites.

:1

Measurements of stream flow at the intake facilities, and at the upstream USGS stréam gages, were
periodically made during the winter of 1994 In order to better define the relationship between stream flow
occurrng at these sites. These measurements were made jointly for th~ Cit of Aspen and for the Aspen

Highlands SkI Company. The measurements were made during an above average baseflow penod,
following one of the wettest years In recent history. An additIonal Castle Creek measurement was made
during earty October of 199.

A summary of the discharge measurements occurs In Table 1. Tne measurements reflect a large amount
of variabilit, even during the winter baseflow period. On Castle Creek, stream flow at the Cit Intake
averaged about 270% of the flow occurring at the upstream gage. DIscharge at this location varied
between 229% and 330% of stream flow at the upstream site. Given the variabRit of the measurements,
and the wetter than average nature of the penod monitored, Castle Creek stream flow has been

conservatively estImated to be 230% of the upstream USGS gage data.

TABLE 1

STREAMFLOW MONITORING RESULTS
DATE

CASTLE CREEK
USGS Gage
Above Intake

MAROON CREEK
% of USGS Above Intake

12.4
11.8
13.9

290%
327%
241%

27.0
32.8
28.3

11.2
13.5
14.4
11.7
21.6

290%
264%
232%
262%
229%

24,3
31.0
28.5
26.7

04-0ct-94

35.9
38,6
33,5
35.7
32.5
35.7
33.4
30.6
49.5

Average

34.5

12.7 .

267%

28.7

26-Jan-94
06-Feb-94
11-Feb-94
18-Feb-94
25-Feb-94
04-Mar-94
11-Mar-94
17-Mar-94

USGS Gage

% of USGS

20.8

158%

20.8

158%

31.

Maroon Creek streamflow was measured to clos~ly coincIde with Castle Creek discharge. One
measurement determined the discharge ,at the intake to be 158% of flow at the upstream USGS gage on

Maroon Creek. This measurement coincided with a Castle Creek dlscharge.that was greater than average
,

I.

in relation to the USGS gage (327% of the Castle Creek USGS gage). The watershed area at the Maroon

Creek Intake Is about 116% of the area at the upstream gage: For purposes of this study, stream flow at
the Maroon Creek intake Is estimated to be 125% of the flow at the Maroon. Creek USGS Gage.

Wilow Creek is an important non-gaged tributry that influences stream flow of lower Maroon Creek. The
area.of the Wilow Creek watershed Is approximately 37% of the area at the upstream Maroon Creek gage,
and the watershed is of similar aspect and elevation. Accordingly, Wilow Creek inflow Is estimated to be

35% of the flow at the Maroon Creek gage. An exception to this assumption is the July through October

4

perIod when It Is assumed that upstream Irrigation diversions on Wßlow Creek totally deplete the flow of

this tributary.
Stream flow occurring during criical drought periods has not been measured at the Cit Intake facIlites on

either Castle Creek or Maroon Creek. If actual dry year discharge Is less than projected above, the amount
of water available for diversIon by the Cit may have been overestimated In thIs study.

INSTREAM FLOW CONSIDERA nONS
The stream flow that exceeds the CWCS Instream flow rights is assumed to be available for diversion. The

, 14 cfs for Maroon Creek, and 32 cfs

Instream flow right for Castle Creek is 12 cubic feet per second (cfs)

for the Roaring Fork River.

The mocel can be operated to either (1) maintain the instream flow right below City diversion facmtles, or
(2) maintain instream flow rights 'below Cit faciltIes and below downstream diversion facilitIes operated by

other partIes. The latter method of operation (which was used In this study) can result in an Increased
bypass at City facllties In order to maintain instream flow conditions below a downstream diversion

structure,
It Is assumed that the Instream flow rights represent a rate of stream flow adequate to protect the
environment to a reasonable degree at and downstream of the intake facilties on lower Castle Creek and

lower Maroon Creek. If the CWCS quantified these instream flow values at sites upstream of the Cit Intake
structures (where the stream channel and amount of natural stream flow Is smaller), the instream flow
rights may underestImate the amount of water desired to maIntain environmental conditions. If the
Instream flow bypass rates desIred for environmental purposes are greater than those identified by the
CWCS, the amount of water available for City use would be decreased.

OPERATION OF FACILITIES

The City facllties are operated In accordance with the following prioritIes. The purpose of this method of
operation Is to optimize water supply at the City's Intake facilities and to maimize (nstream flow conditions.

This priori of operation may not conform with actual historic practices of the Cit, but represents an
Increased effciency of operation.

Potable Water Suoolles. Potable water demands are first supplied by available water from Castle Creek.

All stream flow that exceeds the Instream flow bypass requirements Is available for diversion. This
operation maximizes water available for hydroelectric use on Maroon Creek. Maroon Creek Is only used
for potable purposes If Insufcient supply is available from Castle Creek. The existing well field Is only used
when potable demands cannot be supplied by combIned diversions from Castle Creek and Maroon Creek.

"
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Appendix D - Natural Streamflow
Figure 07 - 2040 Roaring Fork River near Aspen Average Monthly Natural Flow Comparison
Roaring Fork River near Aspen (09073400)
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Figure 08 - 2040 Roaring Fork River at Glenwood Average Monthly Natural Flow Comparison

Roaring Fork River at Glenwood Springs (09085000)
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Review of City of Aspen's
Castle Creek Hydroelectric Project
Aquatic Resource Documents
Purpose
the City of Aspen's Castle Creek Hydroelectric
Project documents pertaining to the stream health and aquatic resources of Maroon Creek
and Castle Creek. The purpose of
this report is to evaluate whether Aspen's documents,
reports, studies and conclusions adequately addressed the potential biologic impacts that
may accrue to Maroon Creek and Castle Creek as a result of the proposed hydroelectric
operations.
This report is based on a review of

The organization of the report is as follows:

1. Aspen's Contracts with MEC: Summary of Aspen's contracts with Miller
Ecological Consultant's, Inc. (MEC) and a discussion regarding the scope of
those contracts.

2. MEC's Environmental Report: Summary ofMEC's environmental report
prepared in support of Aspen's Federal Energy Regulatory Commission license
and an evaluation of MEC' s assessment of the potential aquatic impacts
associated with the proposed project.
3. Aspen's Proposed Monitorine: Plan: Summary and evaluation of Aspen's
proposed monitoring and adaptive management plan and Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) with the Colorado Division of Wildlife (CDOW).
4. Conclusions: Summary of overall conclusions regarding Aspen's contracts,

aquatics impact analysis, and proposed monitoring plan.

5. Additional Recommendations
. Adapting Aspen's process to fit into Richter's Framework for Ecologically
Sustainable Water Management (Richter 2005)
. Standards for a "Low Impact" hydropower certification.

1. Aspen's Contracts with MEC
Original Miler Ecological Consultant, Inc. Contract (2009)

In February 2009, Miller Ecological Consultants, Inc (MEC) was awarded a contract to
assist the City of Aspen with "Exhibit E preparation of
the Castle Creek Hydroelectric
facility's Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) license, as well as continued
assistance on aquatic resource issues for the new hydroelectric facility" (Memo from
John Hines and Phil Overeynder to Mayor and City Council dated January 26, 2009). The
Scope of Work at that time, as outlined in Exhibit A to the Professional Services
Agreement attached to that January 2009 memo, were to include:
. Contacting the various agencies to acquire data for the project area and vicinity,

· Summarizing and analyzing data,

- i -

· Site visit to the Project area to verify the existing conditions,
· Determining environmental consequences and the biological assessment for the
Threatened and Endangered species,
the proposed action,

· Determining environmental consequences of

· Preparation of the appropriate section of the Exhibit E (draft and final), and
· Meetings and Coordination with the utilities staff and consultants during the
project.

In this 2009 Scope of Work, Dr. Miller states that he has "assumed that the existing
information, including minimum instream flow data, is adequate for preparation of
Exhibit E", He goes on to say that FERC "may recommend additional studies" and that
"the one study that may be recommended is an updated instream flow analysis using
more current methods to quantify change in habitat with flow," MEC's Scope of Work
goes on to provide a cost estimate for an "optional PHABSIM study" but the study was
not funded.

Amended Miler Ecological Consultant, Inc. Contract (2010)
"In late 2009, the city circulated "Preliminary Project Information" and held a required
public meeting to solicit comments from interested members of the public and other
stakeholders including natural resource agencies" (Memo from Phil Overeynder to the
Mayor and Aspen City Council dated March I, 20 I 0). The most prevalent comment
Aspen received was a request to evaluate the effect of stream flow changes in the reach
between the point of diversion and point of return on Castle Creek.
Aspen received detailed comments from CDOW including their "request for additional
studies on flow levels necessary to support a healthy aquatic environment" (undated letter
from CDOW Statewide Aquatic Section Manager, Greg Gerlich, to Phil Overeynder).
CDOW requested that Aspen:
· Explain why the project qualifies for a conduit exemption,
· Explain why lnstream Flow Decrees are considered "points of municipal
consumption within the meaning of FERC's organic law",
· Provide additional information regarding the effects of the project diversions on
CWCB decreed instream flow water rights on Maroon and Castle Creeks,
· Collect additional R2Cross data on Castle Creek,
· Consider R2Cross data that was recently collected by CDOW on Maroon Creek,
· Meet with CDOW to discuss how operations and future diversions from Maroon
and Castle Creeks can be optimized to minimize impacts and maximize protection
of the natural environment,
· Collect additional fish population data and quantify existing winter stream habitat
conditions on both creeks, and
· Collect additional boreal toad data on both creeks.
The CDOW specifically requested that Aspen collect R2Cross data at two additional
points on Castle Creek "using the standard methods described in the publication
"Development of Instream Flow Recommendations in Colorado using R2Cross",
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Aspen also received written comments from the Aspen Wilderness Workshop (letter from

Aspen Wilderness Workshop to Phil Overeynder dated January 15,20 I 0). The
Wilderness Workshop applauded Aspen's green energy policy but expressed concern that
the current hydroelectric plan will adversely affect aquatic resources of Maroon and
Castle Creek. The Wilderness Workshop requested that Aspen:
. Consider the findings of a study conducted for the Wilderness Workshop on

Maroon Creek by William Walsh and Associates,
· Not let minimum flows on either creek fall below 20 cfs, and
. "Conduct further studies on both Maroon and Castle Creek to define and adopt

minimum Ecologically Sustainable Flows for these creeks (in the sense of Richter
et al. 2010)1".

In response to the additional studies that were requested by CDOW and the Aspen
Wilderness Workshop, Aspen amended its contract with MEC. The amended scope of
work was summarized in a memo from MEC to Phil Overeynder dated February 15,
20 I O. The Tasks were identified as:

· Task I - Collection of additional R2Cross Data at two additional points on Castle
Creek (one in the reach between the diversion and return flow point and one in the
reach between the return flow point and the confluence with the Roaring Fork
River),
· Task 2 - Fish Population Data (and information regarding existing winter stream

habitat conditions for Maroon and Castle Creeks),
· Task 3 - Boreal Toad Surveys,

· Task 4 - Data Analysis ("using standard R2Cross and fish populations,,)2
· Task 5 - Technical Memorandum, and
· Task 6 - Meetings.

Evaluation of Aspen's Contracts with MEC
work for determining the
the proposed hydroelectric project to the summary and
analysis of existing data collected by others. Based on input from CDOW and the Aspen
Wilderness Workshop, Aspen's contract with MEC was amended in 20 I 0 to include
some newly collected data on both Maroon and Castle Creek. However, the scope of
work limited the data analysis method for determining aquatic impacts to the use of the

Aspen's original contract with MEC limited the scope of
environmental consequences of

R2Cross methodology.

While the state of Colorado has adopted R2Cross as its preferred methodology for
developing instream flow recommendations, it has not been universally adopted by the
biologic community. An Instream Flow Council (lFC 2002) review of R2Cross
concluded that "the method does not address flow needs for intra- or inter-annual
hydrologic variability" and "does not provide the necessary regime of flows that are
critical to riverine ecology, but may be a component of a flow regime that includes
i This paper was published in Hydro Review in August 2005. A full citation appears in the References
this report.
2 Task 4 also states that "the new data combined with the stream hydrology allows the evaluation of

section of

ecologically sustainable flows as recommended by the Wilderness Workshop" (pg. 4).
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recommendations for other ecosystem purposes derived from other models". The IFC
further concludes that R2Cross "should not be used to prescribe a year-round base flow
unless other models that address other ecosystem components support that level of flow".
In its 2009 Scope of Work, MEC recognized that FERC may require additional studies
using "more current methods to quantify change in habitat with flow" but these studies
were never completed.

Based on a review of Aspen's contracts with MEC, it appears that emphasis on the use of
existing data and the R2Cross methodology created a scope that was too narrow to
provide a complete assessment of the potential impacts that may be associated with the
proposed hydroelectric project.

2. MEC's Environmental Report
Summary of MEC's Environmental Report
The original (2009) and amended (20 I 0) contracts between the City of Aspen and MEC
culminated in a final biologic report from MEC titled "Castle Creek Hydroelectric Plant
the MEC report follows.

Environmental Report" dated October 8, 2010. A summary of

The stated objectives of

the MEC report are to:

. Describe the existing environmental conditions, and
. Evaluate the potential impacts (positive and negative) from the proposed

hydroelectric plant (MEC report, pg. 2)
Figure 1 (below) is MEC's vicinity map of

the Castle Creek Hydroelectric facility.

The MEC report evaluated the potential impacts from the proposed hydroelectric plant by
examining water resources and physical flow issues as well as ecological stream flows
and aquatic health.

MEC evaluation otwater resources and phvsical flow issues:
MEC developed streamflow predictions using data from gages on Maroon and Castle
Creek that were operational from 1969 to 1994. Gaged flows were apportioned using
changes in drainage area to estimate streamflows at various locations on the creeks under
both existing conditions and with the proposed Castle Creek hydroplant in operation.
the Midland Flume on Castle Creek to be 25 cfs
MEC assumed the maximum capacity of
and the maximum capacity of
the Maroon Creek Pipeline as 27 cfs. Under current
conditions, Aspen's municipal demands are typically met with Midland Flume diversions
from Castle Creek. Up to 68 cfs is currently diverted from Maroon Creek to the Maroon

Creek hydroelectric plant and returned to Maroon Creek below the plant. Under the
proposed plan, Aspen has agreed to recognize the 14 cfs instream flow below its Maroon
Creek diversion structure. When the flow below the Maroon Creek diversion structure is

greater than 14 cfs, Aspen will first divert up to 10 cfs to the Maroon Creek hydroelectric
plant and then up to 27 cfs to the Castle Creek hydroelectric plant. If additional water is
available, Aspen may elect to increase its diversions into the Maroon Creek plant by an
additional 31 cfs for a cumulative hydropower diversion amount of 68 cfs.
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Figure L. MEC's Castle Creek Hydroelectric Plant Vicinity Map

Figures 7 through 10 of the MEC report compare expected changes in streamflow on
Maroon Creek at Highway 82 between pre- and post-project conditions for wet, average
and dry years. These graphs indicate that the greatest percentage changes in flow
between "existing" conditions and "with Hydro" on Maroon Creek will occur during the
late summer, fall, and early spring months (see Figure 2 below). Reductions in winter
flow may also be expected in wetter than normal years (MEC report Figure 10).
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Figures I i, i 4, 15, and i 6 of the M EC report compare expected changes in streamflow
on Castle Creek in the 2.4 mile stream reach below the diversion structure and above the
hydropower return flow point for pre- and post-project conditions in wet, average and dry
years. Once again, these graphs indicate that the greatest percentage changes in flow

between "existing" conditions and "with Hydro" on Castle Creek will occur during the
late summer, fall, and early spring months. These graphs also indicate that winter flows

time in all year types (see

will be reduced to baseflow amounts for extended periods of

Figure 3 below).

Figures i 7 through 20 of the MEC report compare expected changes in streamflow on
Castle Creek in the 0.66 mile stream reach between the hydropower return flow point and
the confluence with the Roaring Fork River for pre- and post-project conditions in wet,
average and dry years. Stream
flows in this reach of Castle Creek are increased by the
combined amounts of water diverted to the Castle Creek Hydroelectric Plant from both

Castle and Maroon Creeks
Maroon Creek at Highway 82, averago year hydrology
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Figure 2. Maroon Creek Average Year Hydrology (MEC Figure 8)
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Castle Creek hydrology downstream of eily of Aspen diversion, average year condilions
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Figure 3. Castle Creek Average Year Hydrology (MEC Figure 14)

MEC evaluation of ecolof!ical stream flows and aquatic health
The report also discusses ecological flows and stream health citing several recent
scientific research papers on natural flow regimes and the dynamic character of river
systems (MEC report pg. 38). The MEC report describes the physical and biological
components of Rocky Mountain streams and notes that the annual hydrograph can be
categorized into several time periods including the ascending limb, peak runoff,

descending limb, summer flows, and fall, winter, and spring baseflows and that each of
these time periods has important physical and/or biological implications for stream
health. The report acknowledges that "the dynamic character of river systems has been
stated as one of the important features in maintaining ecological integrity" and that "any
specified instream flow management should include a strategy for incorporating this
natural variability".
the proposed hydropower facility on stream health
starts from the premise that "the existing flow regimes in both Castle and Maroon Creeks
include all of the components for stream health" (MEC report pg. 44) and further that
"the city of Aspen is committed to maintaining base flows at the level that maintains
The MEC review of

the impact of

aquatic health".

With that said, MEC's report acknowledges that there will be a reduction in flows in
Castle Creek between the diversion structure and the hydro plant return but the maximum
reduction of25 cfs will only reduce peak flows by 5%. It also acknowledges an increase
in streamflow of up to 25 cfs at some times of the year in the reach of Castle Creek below
the hydropower return flow point. MEC's hydrologic analysis indicated that the Castle
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Creek Hydropower Plant could be operated year-round from flows diverted from Castle
Creek and supplemented by Maroon Creek. Peak flows would occur during spring and
summer and the plant would operate at a lower capacity during the winter months to
ensure that minimum instream flows are sustained. The MEC's report concludes that
predicted flows with the plant in operation would include peak flows that change slightly
from existing conditions but would still maintain riparian habitat, and create and maintain
instream habitat.

MEC recognizes that overall stream productivity in natural systems is determined by
baseflow, and towards that end, MEC examined the effect of
the proposed hydropower
facility on maintenance of
base
flows on Maroon Creek and Castle Creek. The CWCB
holds instream flow decrees for i 2 cfs on Castle Creek and 14 cfs on Maroon Creek. On
Castle Creek, the new R2Cross data collected by MEC in 20 i 0 suggests summer
minimum flows of i 3.3 cfs3 in the reach of Castle Creek downstream of Aspen's
diversion structure and 17.2 cfs4 in the reach downstream of hydropower return flow
point. On Maroon Creek, Pitkin County and the CWCB entered in to an agreement in
2009 wherein Pitkin County would provide 4.3 cfs from the Stapleton Ditch for instream
flow purposes in Maroon Creek. Under this agreement, the combined instream flow on
Maroon Creek downstream of the Stapleton Ditch headgate would be i 8.3 cfs.

The report states that while the CWCB's instream flow water rights on both Maroon and
Castle Creek are junior in priority to Aspen's water rights, Aspen has "adopted a policy
to ensure that the CWCB' s rights are maintained downstream of its diversion facilities"
and "the Maroon Creek hydroelectric plant is operated in such a way that the CWCB's
water right is satisfied" (MEC reporf pg. 46). In addition, the City of Aspen is subject to
a i 998 Intergovernmental Agreement under which it has committed to assisting CWCB
in maintaining instream flows on Castle Creek.
Winter habitat conditions were also evaluated in Castle Creek using hydraulic
simulations in pool habitats to determine water depth at various flow levels. The
assumption is that pool depth provides refuge habitat at low flows. The report also notes
that spawning habitat was observed at the downstream end of pools with spawning redd
construction in several locations. The report concludes that the recommended minimum
flows would provide winter habitat in Castle Creek from Aspen's diversion structure
downstream to the confluence with the Roaring Fork River. Although the report does
3 The R2Cross data used to develop the 13.3 cfs flow recommendation was collected at a flow of38 cfs
(lvfEC Figure 23, pg. 48). Hydraulic parameter estimates resulting from R2Cross are most accurate when
predicted flows fall within a range of
0.4 to 2.5 times measured flow (Espegren 1996). Therefore, data
interpretation for this cross section should be limited to modeled flows between 15.2 cfs and 95 cfs. The

13.3 cfs flow recommendation falls slightly below this recommended flow range.
4 The R2Cross data used to develop the 17.2 cfs flow recommendation was collected at a flow of 40 cfs

(MEC Figure 25, pg. 51). Hydraulic parameter estimates resulting from R2Cross are most accurate when
predicted flows fall within a range of 0.4 to 2.5 times measured flow (Espegren 1996). Therefore, data
interpretation for this cross section should be limited to modeled flows between 16.0 cfs and 100 cfs. The
17.2 cfs flow recommendation falls within this recommended flow range.
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not cite any companion winter habitat studies in Maroon Creek, it concludes that Walsh's
winter base flow recommendations of 14 cfs (upper reach) and 20 cfs (lower reach) in
Maroon Creek below Aspen's diversion will protect the natural environment in winter.
With regard to baseflows, MEC concludes that minimum flows in Castle Creek of 13.3
cfs, above the return flow point, and 17.2 cfs, below the return flow point, would provide
habitat to protect the aquatic biota during base flow periods and refuge habitat in winter.

Conditions on Maroon Creek would be similar to Castle Creek with baseflows
immediately downstream of the Maroon Creek diversion maintained at 14 cfs and
base
flows of approximately 25 cfs in lower Maroon Creek. The report concludes that
"no change in aquatic biota is expected with the hydro plant in operation" (MEC report
pg. 57).

Overall, the MEC report concludes that by retaining the peak flow regime and the new
recommended minimum flows under the proposed operations, "there are no measurable
impacts expected to stream health or the fish community or macro
invertebrates" and that
"Castle Creek and Maroon Creek should maintain their current level of stream health".
(pg 72).

Evaluation of MEC's conclusions regarding biologic impacts
MEC evaluated the hydrology of Castle and Maroon Creeks and concluded that the postboth creeks would be similar in shape, magnitude and
duration to pre-project peak flows. Based on this evaluation, they conclude that by
retaining the peak flow regime, riparian health, channel morphology and aquatic habitat
project peak flow regimes of

would be maintained after the project. Given that Aspen's current maximum diversion

capacity on both Castle and Maroon Creeks is physically limited to approximately 5% of
their respective peak flows, MEC's conclusions are probably valid today. However, this
conclusion relies on maintenance of
these peak flows into the future. At this point,
Aspen has not proposed a legal mechanism to assure that this peak flow regime will be
protected.

MEC also evaluated baseflows in both Castle and Maroon Creek. As specified in MEC's
flow evaluation was based almost exclusively on the
R2Cross methodology. MEC considered the state's existing instream flow decrees on
both Castle Creek (12 cfs) and Maroon Creek (14 cfs), some additional R2Cross data that
was collected by CDOW on Maroon Creek in 2009, and the new R2Cross data that MEC
collected on Castle Creek in 20 i O. MEC concluded that minimum flows in Castle Creek
contract with Aspen, this base

of 13.3 cfs, above the return flow point, and 17.2 cfs, below the return flow point, would

provide habitat to protect the aquatic biota during base flow periods and refuge habitat in
winter. MEC also stated Aspen would recognize the CWCB's decreed in
stream flow on
Maroon Creek and maintain flows downstream of its Maroon Creek diversion at 14 cfs.
MEC reasons that this would result in flows around 25 cfs in lower Maroon Creek,
presumably as a result of
return flows from the Maroon Creek hydropower facility and
other accretions to the stream. At these base
flows, MEC expects no change in biota.

-9-

Aspen's willingness to ensure that the CWCB's instream flows are maintained below its
diversion structures and MEC's recommendation to increase baseflows in Castle Creek
above the amounts currently decreed to the CWCB would benefit the aquatic
environment of these creeks during the baseflow period. However, there is currently no

legal mechanism to ensure that the flows Aspen leaves in the stream above the CWCB
instream flow amounts won't be diverted by another water right holder. In addition, the
flow amounts for extended
ecological consequences of drawing these creeks down to base
periods of
time can not be evaluated with the R2Cross methodology.

The use of R2Cross to evaluate changes in aquatic habitat with changes in flow has
significant limitations. The R2Cross methodology is often used by the State of Colorado
to determine "minimum stream flows" that are required to "to preserve the natural
environment to a reasonable degree" (CRS 37-92- i 02(3). However, the use of R2Cross
as a habitat modeling tool has been criticized by the biologic community as it does not
address flow needs for intra- or inter-annual hydrologic variability and does not provide
the necessary regime of flows that are critical to riverine ecology (IFC 2002). The IFC
recommends that R2Cross "should not be used to prescribe a year-round base flow unless
other models that address other ecosystem components support that level of flow".
MEC's 2009 scope of
work anticipated this when it acknowledged that FERC "may
recommend additional studies" and that "the one study that may be recommended is an
updated instream flow analysis using more current methods to quantify change in habitat
with flow." MEC provided Aspen with a price estimate for an additional PHABSIM
study but it was not funded at that time.

MEC's report acknowledges that "recent research has focused on comprehensive
ecologically-based management of riverine systems to provide function for both instream
aquatic biota as well as near-stream riparian areas". The natural flow regime and the
dynamic character of river systems are two of the most important features in maintaining
ecological integrity (Poff et al. 1997). Poff recognizes five critical components of the
flow regime that regulate ecological processes in river ecosystems. The five components
are:
i) Magnitude,
2) Frequency,
3) Duration,

4) Timing, and
5) Rate of change.

Poff notes that these five components characterize the entire range of flows and specific
hydrologic phenomena that are critical to the integrity of river ecosystems. Aspen should
conduct a more thorough evaluation of the potential aquatic impacts that may be
associated with its proposed changes to the natural flow regime on both Castle Creek and
Maroon Creek.

MEC cites Bunn and Arthington (2002), "Basic Principles and Ecological Consequences
of Altered Flow Regimes for Aquatic Biodiversity", a study that provides an excellent
discussion of these components of ecological integrity. Figure 4 is a reproduction from
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the Bunn and Arthington paper that illustrates the ecological connections between the
aquatic biodiversity and natural flow regimes.
Aquatic biodiversity and natural now regimes
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Figure 4. Aquatic biodiversity and natural flow regimes from Huon and Arthingtoo (2002)

The MEC report recognizes certain of the concepts described in Bunn and Arthington
(2002). For example, MEC acknowledges that annual hydrograph can be categorized
into several time periods including the ascending limb of runoff, peak runoff, the
descending limb of runoff, summer flows, and fall, winter and spring baseflows, and that
flows during each of
these time periods can be linked to certain physical processes and
biological responses in streams. However, the report limits the scope of its discussion to
project impacts associated with only the peak flow and baseflow components of
the
hydro
graph and does not evaluate impacts during other biologically-important
components of
the annual hydrograph. Consequently, certain critical biologic processes
were not evaluated in the context of
the proposed hydropower facilities.
For example, alterations in the natural flow patterns during the fall, winter, and spring
components of the hydrograph may impact spawning success of both spring and fall
spawning trout species. As Walsh reported (Walsh and Walsh 1995), brook trout and

brown trout spawn in October or November as water temperatures fall below 50° F. By
contrast, rainbow and cutthroat trout spawn in the spring as flows are increasing. Trout
use physical cues like streambed substrate, water temperature, water depth, velocity, and
cover to select optimum spawning sites (Walsh 2000). In addition, eggs from fall
spawning trout species (brook and brown trout) reside in stream beds throughout the
winter. In Snowmass CreekS, Walsh and Walsh (1995) found that brown trout had
completed spawning activities by early November and that eggs were predicted to hatch
5 Castle Creek, Maroon Creek, and Snowmass Creek are all tributary to Roaring Fork River.
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in late March with fry emergence in early to late May. They concluded that "winter
streamflow reductions caused significant decreases in water velocity around trout redds
and changed suitable incubation habitat to unsuitable habitat. Icing effects will further
exacerbate the impacts of streamflow reductions on trout redd velocities". Increases in
sedimentation and decreases in velocity over trout redds may compromise the survival of
these eggs as depletions create base
flow conditions for extended periods of time during
the winter (Walsh 2000). Prolonged periods of low winter baseflow may negatively

impact overwinter survival of brook and brown trout eggs on both Castle Creek and
Maroon Creek as welL.

In his paper titled "Instream Flow Assessment of Maroon Creek" , Walsh (2000) states
that over-winter habitat is one of

the major factors limiting salmon

ids densities. Walsh

goes on to say that winter mortality is usually associated with collapsing snow banks, dewatering as a result of streamflow obstruction by ice, anchor ice or physical damage from
ice scouring. Over-winter habitat for all trout species may be compromised by prolonged
reductions in current baseflow conditions as instream velocities and water depths are
decreased and the likelihood of icing is increased. Hillman and Chapman (1996)
prepared a paper for the Snowmass/Capitol Creek Caucus describing the winter ecology
of trout and the implications for Snowmass Creek. They concluded that "trout require
specific habitat during winter in ice-covered streams like Snowmass Creek, and ice
conditions and streamflows greatly affect these habitats". They stated that "any
reductions in streamflows then will increase the risk of overwinter mortality; the greater
the flow reduction, the higher the risk".
A review of Figures 14 and 15 from the MEC report indicates late summer and early fall
flows will be rapidly depleted and that the period of
time Castle Creek will experience
baseflow conditions will be extended from November to May of average and dry years.
In contrast, baseflow conditions were rare or nonexistent under pre-project conditions.

Figures 7, 8, and 9 show similar depletions to Maroon Creek during the late summer,
early fall and spring portions of
the hydrograph. The Walsh and Hillman and Chapman
studies referred to above on Snowmass Creek and Maroon Creek suggest these prolonged
baseflow periods on Maroon and Castle Creek may negatively impact overwinter survival
of adult trout and trout eggs.

The conclusions of the MEC report do not fully address the concept of ecologically
sustainable flows as suggested by the Aspen Wilderness Workshop. The report focuses
on impacts associated with changes in peak flows and base flows, but does not evaluate
the potential impacts associated with changes in flow during the ascending and
descending limbs of
the hydrograph or late summer, fall and winter time periods. Aspen
should evaluate the ecological impacts associated with changes in flow during these
equally critical components of the hydrograph and consider some additional legal
mechanisms for protecting flows during these time periods to ensure that the impacts of
the hydropower project do not compromise the ecological integrity of Maroon Creek and
Castle Creek.
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the hydropower

The MEC report does not discuss the proposed daily operations of

facility in detail or how natural diurnal fluctuations in streamflow will be consider in
meeting flow targets. While it is assumed that diversions from Maroon Creek and Castle
Creek would remain relatively constant on an hourly/daily basis, dramatic changes in
stream flow over short periods of
time (ramping) should be avoided and diversions
should not reduce the instantaneous minimum flow below the proposed flow targets.

The SHI identified a one mile reach of Maroon Creek from the Roaring Fork confluence
upstream to a "small private bridge" as a Conservation Area of Concern (CAC) and
considers stream diversions that contribute to dewatering to be one of the threats to this
CAe. The MEC report concludes that "The SHI's CAC will not be affected because
dewatering will not occur." However, to the extent that new hydropower diversions from
Maroon Creek are returned to Castle Creek, MEC's conclusion seems incorrect.
Lastly, the MEC does not address fish passage issues associated with Aspen's diversion
structures on both Maroon and Castle Creek. These diversion structures are significant

and appear to completely block upstream fish migration. Fish sampling conducted by
MEC and CDOW in the fall of 20 I 0 revealed numerous fall spawning brown trout below
the diversion structures on Maroon and Castle Creek and few trout above the diversion
structures. Presumably these fish were attempting to migrate up these creeks to spawn
but their trip was cut short by the diversion structures. Fish passage alternatives should
be considered to ensure that the trout populations in Maroon and Castle Creek remain
robust.
MEC's conclusions regarding impacts on biologic stream health from operation of
Aspen's proposed hydropower facility should be applicable throughout the entire year.
However, MEC's analysis was limited to evaluating impacts during only the peak flow
flow components of
the hydrograph. In addition, the report should discuss
and base
potential aquatic impacts from daily operation of
the hydropower facility and fish passage
issues at Aspen's diversion structures. It should also reconsider whether additional
hydropower withdrawals from Maroon Creek will threaten the CAC that was identified
by SHL.

3. Aspen's Proposed Monitorin2 Plan
On September 30, 20 I 0, MEC submitted a "Proposal for additional work during fall 20 I 0

on Castle and Maroon Creek in support of the Monitoring of Stream Health". This memo
states that "Aspen is in the process of completing the Monitoring Program to assess
stream health associated with the Castle Creek hydroelectric plant". Under this contract,
MEC specified six study sites; three on Maroon Creek and three on Castle Creek. The
sampling regime for the proposed monitoring plan would collect baseline data in the fall
of 20 10 followed by annual fall monitoring in 20 I I, 20 I 2, 2013, and 20 I 4 and then fall
sampling every other year in 20 I 6, 20 18 and 2020. The sampling tasks at each of the six
sites would include:
. Collecting macro

invertebrate samples,

. Habitat inventories,
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. Fish population sampling (by CDOW), and

· Water temperature monitoring (at hourly intervals).
A draft MOU between Aspen and CDOW provides some additional detail regarding
Aspen's proposed monitoring and adaptive management plan. The draft MOU states that
Aspen will operate its hydroelectric plants on both Castle Creek and Maroon in manners
which will allow maintenance of
the MEC's flow recommendations. It also proposes an
adaptive management plan with a goal of maintaining stream health by:
. Maintaining steady or increased macroinvertebrate populations,
. Maintaining steady or increased fish populations, and

· Maintaining habitat as determined by USFS protocol.

Under the MOU, Aspen agrees that "if a statistically significant decrease in anyone or
the above criteria is detected after any monitoring episode, the CDOW, in
concert with the City will review the data to determine the cause" and "if the cause is
found to be due to hydroelectric operations at the Castle Creek plant, the City will work
with CDOW to change plant operations in accordance with the mutually developed
adaptive management plan".
more of

Evaluation of Aspen's proposed monitoring and adaptive management plan
Under Aspen's proposed monitoring and adaptive management plan, baseline
invertebrate and fish population metrics are based on a single year of data
collection (Fall 2010). However, a single year of pre-project baseline data can not
capture the natural variability that is inherent in fish and macroinvertebrate populations
between years. Consequently, it would not be possible to determine whether a
"statistically significant decrease" has occurred in one of Aspen's biologic criteria since a
confidence interval can not be calculated to describe this year-to-year variability based on
a single year of baseline data. Pre-project, baseline metrics for fish and macro
invertebrate
data should be collected over several years to capture the inherent natural variability in
the fish and invertebrate populations in Maroon and Castle Creek and to establish
statistically significant confidence intervals on this year-to-year variability.
macro

Richter (2005) notes that water managers are embracing the concept of adaptive
management as a means to address uncertainties in ecosystem water needs and future
human demands. He also states that "rather than trying something and seeing what

happens, adaptive management needs to be a carefully designed process of deliberate
learning using planned experiments". Aspen's proposed adaptive management plan does
not incorporate Richter's concept of deliberate learning using planned experiments.
Consequently, it will be diffcult, if not impossible, to determine cause and effect
relationships associated with operations at the hydropower plant under the current design
of Aspen's adaptive management plan.

Aspen's current MOU with CDOW defines the "Interested Governmental Entities" as
CDOW, Aspen Utilities Department, Aspen Engineering Department and the United
States Forest Service (USFS). Aspen should consider including a representative from
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Pitkin County's Healthy Rivers and Streams Board, and possibly others, as interested
parties on the adaptive management plan team.

4. Conclusions
. Aspen's contracts with MEC were narrowly focused on the analysis of existing

the R2Cross methodology. As a result, MEC was
unable to evaluate potential aquatic impacts that may be associated with the
proposed hydropower facility during all ecologically important components of the

data and the utilization of

annual hydrograph.

· With regard to peak flows, MEC stated that the current capacity of Aspen's
diversion structures on Maroon and Castle Creek could only physically divert
approximately 5% of

the peak flow. Based on this physical limitation, MEC

concluded that operation of the proposed hydroelectric plant would not have
significant impacts to the aquatic ecology of either Maroon or Castle Creek during
the high flow season since post-project flows would continue to be large enough
to provide channel maintenance and flushing flow functions. The data supporting
this conclusion seems reasonable, however, there is no legal mechanism proposed
to assure that adequate channel maintenance and flushing flows will continue in
the future.
. With regard to baseflows, MEC concluded that with "the proposed operation and

the new recommended minimum flows maintained during baseflow periods, there
are no measurable impacts expected to stream health, the fish community or
macro
invertebrates" (MEC report pg. 72) on either Castle or Maroon Creek.
MEC's conclusion is based on various instream flow studies and existing instream
flow water rights, most of which were based on R2Cross analyses. The report
does not address the potential impacts associated with hydropower diversions that
will draw these creeks down to minimum flow amounts for extended periods of
time during the fall and winter months. Previous studies on Maroon Creek and
Snowmass Creek suggest that water withdrawals during the fall and winter
months may have dramatic negative consequences for fish and macro
invertebrate
populations (Hillman and Chapman i 996, Walsh 2000, Walsh and Walsh 1995).
In addition, the use of R2Cross to evaluate changes in aquatic habitat and
establish year-round baseflows has been questioned by the scientific community
(Instream Flow Council 2002). As acknowledged in the MEC report, "recent
research has focused on comprehensive ecologically-based management of
riverine systems to provide function for both instream aquatic biota as well as
near-stream riparian areas". While the MEC report acknowledged the importance

of the natural flow regime and ecologically sustainable flows, it did not evaluate
aquatic impacts associated with changes in streamflow amounts during the rising
and falling limbs of the hydrographs or the late summer and early fall time
periods.
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Aspen's willingness to ensure that the CWCB's instream flows are maintained
below its diversion structures and MEC's recommendation to increase baseflows
in Castle Creek above the amounts currently decreed to the CWCB will benefit
the aquatic environment of these creeks during the baseflow period. However,
Aspen should also take a more comprehensive look at the potential year-round

impacts of the proposed hydroelectric facility and consider legal mechanisms to
protect these environmentally important components of the natural flow regime.
. With regard to Maroon Creek, the SHI identified the one-mile reach of Maroon
Creek
just above its confluence with the Roaring Fork River as a Conservation
Area of Concern (CAC) and considers dewatering a threat to this CAC. The
MEC report states that this reach will not be dewatered by the proposed
hydropower diversions. However, MEC's conclusion seems incorrect since
diversions from Maroon Creek to the Castle Creek hydropower facility will return
the SHl, it appears
to Castle Creek, not Maroon Creek. Based on the findings of
that these depletions could threaten the Maroon Creek CAe.

. With regard to Castle Creek, MEC collected some additional R2Cross data at two

new locations. In the reach of Castle Creek between the hydropower diversion
point and return flow point, MEC recommended a flow of 13.3 cfs based on a
measured flow of 38 cfs. Hydraulic parameter estimates resulting from R2Cross
are most accurate when flow recommendations fall within a range of 0.4 to 2.5
times the field measured flow (Espegren 1996). The 13.3 cfs flow
recommendation falls just below the 15.2 cfs lower end of the recommended
R2Cross modeling range. Therefore, the modeled hydraulic parameters that led to
the 13.3 cfs flow recommendation may be questionable. Some additional data
collection at a lower measured flow would help substantiate the 13.3 cfs flow
recommendation.
. The MEC report does not discuss the proposed daily operations of

the

hydropower facility in detail or how natural diurnal fluctuations in streamflow
will be consider in meeting streamflow targets. While it is assumed that
diversions from Maroon Creek and Castle Creek would remain relatively constant
on an hourly/daily basis, dramatic changes in streamflow over short periods of
time (ramping) should be avoided. Aspen should also clarify how natural daily

fluctuations in streamflow will be considered in meeting flow targets on both
Maroon and Castle Creek.
. Aspen's diversion structures on both Castle Creek and Maroon Creek are

significant barriers to fish passage. The MEC report should disclose this issue
and discuss fish passage alternatives.
invertebrate populations

. Aspen's proposal to monitor changes in fish and macro

based on a single year of baseline data collection cannot capture the inherent
natural variability associated with year to year changes in fish and invertebrate
populations under existing flow conditions. Detecting "statistically significant
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invertebrate populations will require several years of
baseline data to establish statistically significant confidence intervals on the
natural year-to-year variability of the baseline condition.
decreases" in fish and macro

Aspen's current monitoring and adaptive management plan does not include the
concept of "deliberate learning using planned experiments" (Richter 2005).

Consequently it will be diffcult, or impossible, to pinpoint a cause and effect
relationship associated with declines in fish and macro
invertebrate population
parameters under the current plan. Aspen should incorporate the concept of
learning by experimentation into its adaptive management plan.

5. Additional recommendations
Richter's Framework for Ecologically Sustainable Water Management
In 2005, Richter et al. proposed a Framework for Ecologically Sustainable Water
the
issues and challenges associated with Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's (FERC)
statutory duty to achieve a balance between energy generation and ecological health.
Aspen may find the ESWM framework to be useful as it moves the Castle Creek
Hydroelectric Project forward in the FERC process.
Management (ESWM). ESWM is a process that is designed to help address some of

Figure 5 illustrates the six-step ESWM as presented by Richter et al.
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Figure 5. Ecologically Sustainable Water Management Framework (Richter et al 2005)
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It appears that it would be relatively easy for Aspen to adapt its current impact analysis to
fit Richter's ESWM modeL. The MEC report has provided an initial estimate of
the
ecosystem baseflow flow requirements through the use of R2Cross analyses (ESWM
Step I). To complete ESWM Step 1, and to address some of the issues raised in this
report, Aspen should also consider flow targets for other ecologically important times of
the year. These flow targets could be derived through additional PHABSIM studies.
They might also be derived based on a variation of

the Range of

Variability Approach

(R V A), proposed by Richter et al (1997).

The RV A utilizes 32 ecologically relevant hydrological parameters, known as the
Indicators of Hydrologic Alteration (IHA), to characterize the current, pre-project flow
regime. Richter notes that "the full range of natural intra- and inter-annual variation of

timing, duration, frequency, and rate
of change, are critical in sustaining the full native biodiversity and integrity of aquatic

hydrologic regimes, and associated characteristics of

ecosystems". Gage records from Castle Creek and Maroon Creek could be utilized to

develop these lHA parameters and characterize the existing flow regime on these creeks.
water they propose to
divert from Maroon Creek and Castle Creek for hydropower purposes.

Aspen has completed ESWM Step 2 by determining the amount of

ESWM Steps 3 and 4 involve identifying conflicts and searching for solutions. Within
the ESWM process, Aspen could assemble an interdisciplinary science team to compare
the projects diversion requirements against the current flow regime and attempt to set
flow management targets for Maroon and Castle Creeks utilizing the RV A approach.
this exercise would be to balance the flow requirements of
the hydropower
facility with the environmental flow requirements of
the streams. The resulting flow

The goal of

management targets "may change from flat-line minimum flow targets into seasonallyvarying prescriptions that might change in dry, average, or wet years" (Richter 2005).
"deliberate learning using planned experiments" and
ESWM Steps 5 and 6, Aspen's interdisciplinary team could then design experiments to
further refine these flow targets through monitoring and adaptive management.
Consistent with Richter's concept of

The utilization of

Richter's ESWM could help Aspen address many of

the issues raised in

this report regarding ecologically sustainable flows in Maroon and Castle Creek and the
proposed monitoring and adaptive management plan.

Standards for "Low Impact" hydropower
The Low Impact Hydropower lnstitute6 (L1Hl) has developed a list of Goals and
Standards that it requires to award a "Low Impact" certification to a hydropower facility.
The Goals and Standards are:
. River flows that are healthy for fish, wildlife and water quality, including seasonal

flow fluctuations where appropriate,
6 Low Impact Hydropower Institute, 34 Providence Street, Portland, ME 04103

www.lowimpacthvdro.org
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. Water quality in the river is protected,
. Effective fish passage for riverine fish and protection from entrainment,

. Sufficient actions to protect, mitigate and enhance environmental conditions in

the watershed,
. No negative impacts to state or federal threatened or endangered species,
· Protection of cultural resources,
. Accommodates recreational activities on the public's rivers.

Aspen may want to consider LIHI's "Low Impact" hydropower standards as the Castle
Creek Hydroelectric Project moves forward in the FERC licensing process.
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RE: Draft Comments on City of Aspen's Castle Creek Hydroelectric Project for
Independent Review and Mediation Process
Summarv

While there is additional analysis that could have been done, overall the City proceeded with
appropriate due dilgence, including engagement of qualifed consultants who made
reasonable assumptions regarding project development. It would, however, be useful to
complete additional economic modeling to estimate the impacts of possible scenarios - some of
which could increase, and some of

which could decrease - the economic value of

the project to

the City.

Introduction

Pursuant to the contract between Pitkin County and Telluride Energy, i have reviewed the
materials' provided regarding the City of Aspen's Castle Creek hydroelectric project for the
independent review process. Within the constraints of
the recently-shortened time frame, i have
developed the draft comments below. i hope that there will be an opportunity to discuss these
findings with other members of the review committee.

Issues Reviewed

The following is a summary of issues typically reviewed by hydroelectric developers in project
development. Listed below are the names of the companies involved related to each particular
issue for the Castle Creek project and a summary of the relevant conclusion:
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. Site Location Selection -- Smart, Mahoney & Associates

It makes sense to locate the new hydro plant at the same location as the historic
plant site.
. Hydrology -- Grand River Consulting

There is sufficient water available for a new hydro plant.

. Water Rights -- Alperstein and Covell
The City has sufficient water rights to support the new plant.
. FERC Licensing -- Dietze and Davis
The City should apply to FERC requesting a conduit exemption for the project.
. Engineering -- City staff and Canyon Hydro

Given available head and flow, it makes sense to install a i. 1 7MW Pelton turbine
and generator.

. Environmental -- Miller Environmental Consultants
The project will not damage aquatic biota provided that the City maintains
designated minimum flow standards which are in excess of

those previously

prescribed by the Colorado Water Conservation Board.

. Energy Sales -- City staff
Energy from the project can be sold to Aspen's municipal electric utility.
. Project Financing -- City staff

The project can be financed through the sale of bonds pursuant to approval in a
public vote.

. Economic Feasibilty -- City staff
The project makes economic sense to the City over a range of potential minimum
in-stream flow scenarios.

Overall, i believe that the City proceeded with appropriate due diligence, including engagement
of qualified consultants, who made reasonable assumptions and reached reasonable conclusions.
In addition, however, i believe it would be useful to complete additional economic modeling to
determine the impacts of possible scenarios - some of which could increase, and some of which
could decrease - the economic value of
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the project to the City.
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Process Observations/Suggestions
In addition to the comments below specifically regarding hydropower, I also have a few processrelated observations and suggestions.

1) Insofar as there may be any misunderstandings or factual errors regarding basic
facts (e.g. hydrology), it would be useful to try to resolve those prior to the beginning of
the mediation process.
I am concerned that the shortened time frame for the independent review process
(moving the completion date from January 3 I st to January 20th related to the FERC
deadline) has meant that there has not been time for substantive discussion to resolve any
potential misunderstandings.
The goals of
the review and mediation process were outlined in the Fall 2010 letter
to the
Aspen City Council from Ruthie Brown and Tim Flynn: "We are hopeful that the
proponents and the opponents of the Castle Creek Hydro Plant can defer and ultimately
avoid divisive legal or political conflict by joining together in a thoughtful, forward
thinking community process to assure that every concern is analyzed and appropriately

resolved. "

Given the recently-accelerated time frame, I don't believe there has been suffcient time
for the necessary back and forth to meet the goals outlined above for the review process.

2) Given the City's clearly stated willngness to adjust hydropower operations if
necessary in order to protect stream health, it should be possible to reach a consensus
framework for resolution.
There may be conceptual agreement that the Aspen community would like to exceed
federal and state requirements for protecting stream health. The controversy will
surround the definition of "stream health" and what kind of enforceable legal framework
(as opposed to a statement of future political commitment) will be in place to ensure that
protection.
the mediation process, I expect there is not a simple scientific
basis by which to make a detellination of
what minimum stream flows should be which
differs from Miller Environmental Consultants' recent recommendation. Fortunately, the
City already has plans to continue baseline stream monitoring so that by the time the new
plant comes on line, there will be an improved, multi-year baseline data set by which to
compare any future changes in stream health.
In the short time frame of
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3) The debate pivots on how to make appropriate tradeoffs between local stream flows
and global climate change.
The Aspen community is already well aware of the long-term potential environmental
threats posed by climate change in light of
the community's Canary Initiative as well as
the leadership role played by the Aspen Skiing Company. i It is also entirely
understandable for property owners along Castle and Maroon Creeks to be concerned
about impacts associated with dewatering related to hydro production.
In thinking about these competing concerns, it is useful to make a distinction between
minimum stream flows required to protect aquatic biota and minimum stream flows
necessary to protect aesthetic values. It is also appropriate to make a distinction between

problems which are globally significant and irreversible (such as biodiversity loss and
global climate change), and problems that are local and reversible, such as potential
impacts on Castle Creek and Maroon Creek.
Successfully addressing climate change will require communities like Aspen to provide
leadership.2 The City's climate plan calls for Aspen to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
to 30% below 2004 levels by 2020 and to 80% below by 2050.3 To date, the City has
been remarkably successful at reducing the carbon emissions generated by its electricity
fuel mix while keeping utility rates low relative to other utilities in Colorado. 4
The City reports that the Castle Creek project will reduce CO2 emissions by
approximately 5, I 67 tons, representing a 0.6% community-wide reduction in COi.5
Some have dismissed the significance of this quantity, suggesting that there are other
efficiency measures which could yield comparable GHG emissions reduction benefits.
However, given the dramatic emissions reductions necessary to stabilize global climate,
arguably Aspen needs to do everything it possibly can -- including fully capitalizing on
Aspen's currently-untapped hydropower resources.

1 Auden Schendler, "Aspen Skiing Company Files Amicus Brief

With United States Supreme Court," Aspen Skiing

Company, http://www.aspensnowmass.com/environmentlimages/ ASC _Amicus _ Release.pdf.

2 For more information, see EP A's State and Local Climate Program, http://epa.gov/statelocalclimate/ or the

International Council for Local Environmental Initiatives, Local Governments for Sustainability,
http://www.iclei.org!
3 "Climate Change: Our Problem, Our Solutions", The Canary Initiative, 2008, The City of Aspen and Pitkin
County. See http://www.aspenpitkin.com/Living-in-the- V alley/Green- I nitiatives/Canary-Initiati vel

4 The Castle Creek project will build upon the City's experiences with its Ruedi Reservoir and Maroon Creek hydro

plants. Additional information regarding CO utility rates is available through the report released by the Governor's
Energy Offce,"20 I 0 Colorado Utilities Report" available on the Governor's Energy Office website at
www.rechargecolorado.com. which includes detailed appendixes showing electrical rates for every Colorado utility.

5 John Hines, Utility Engineer, Memorandum to Mayor and City Council, 26 Jan. 2009: i.
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Please let me know if you have questions or require any additional information. If requested, I
would be happy to spend additional time to address any issue in greater detaiL.
Thank you for the opportunity to participate in the discussion. I laud the Aspen community for

seeking to thoughtfully address these issues.
Respectfully submitted,

&o~

Principal, Telluride Energy LLC

Commentary on Castle Creek Hydroelectric Project
Site Selection
Background: The City retained Smart and Mahoney to look at various possible project location
options, which led to a process concluding that it was appropriate to construct the new plant at
the historic plant site. The process included a Castle Creek Hydroelectric Project Workshop
held on July 25-27,2006 where workshop participants eliminated numerous other locations due
to various limitations, e.g. lack of sufficient difference in elevation, diffcult interconnection,
lack of access, etc. At the Highway 82 Bridge, other potential sites were reviewed including the

historic building that housed the original hydroelectric plant, a car wash bay adjacent to the
historic building and a vacant site across the road from the historical building.6

Commentary: I believe the decision to place the plant at the historic site was a reasonable
decision given the site's easy access, existing public ownership and proximity to an electric
substation. Also, the decision was arrived at after myriad alternative sites were considered.

Hydrology
Background: The hydrology assessment was completed by Kerry Sundeen with Grand River
Consulting, who concluded that there was suffcient water available for a new plant. The typical
range of flow is similar for both Castle Creek and Maroon Creek, as both streams have a similar
watershed area. During peak snowmelt conditions, stream flow can exceed 1,000 cfs for each
stream. During low flow periods (January to mid-March) stream flows can decline to less than
30 cfs. Flow calculations for hydropower production were based upon diversions from both
6 "A Conceptual System Design for the Castle Creek Hydroelectric Plant," Smart, Mahoney and Associates, LLC,
i 3 Feb. 2007.
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Castle Creek and Maroon Creek to the Thomas Reservoir from whence water will then flow
down to the hydro plant.

Commentary: My understanding is that Lee Rozaklis will be commenting on hydrology
assumptions. One hydrology-related question posed by Lee Rozaklis is how Kerry Sundeen's

analysis may have estimated the physical water supplies available at the Castle Creek and
Maroon Creek points of diversion by use of conversion factors to correlate stream flow data
recorded at gages located several miles upstream of the diversions with the diversion sites. My
paired
understanding, however, is that Sundeen's assumptions are based on multiple years of
actual field measurement -- comparing the actual diversion site data to the stream gauge data.
Insofar as there may be any disagreement between Kerry Sundeen's analysis and analysis by Lee

Rozaklis, I believe it would be appropriate to seek fo resolve it expeditiously.

I believe there is also a potentially unanswered hydrology question regarding the future impact of
climate change on flows in Castle Creek and Maroon Creek - a question that is difficult to
answer given the granularity of existing projections regarding the future impacts of climate
change on Colorado. Climate change may yield a more rain-dominated system (as opposed to a
snow-dominated system) which could have the effect of increasing winter flows, which are
typically driven by base flows.

Water Rights
Background: The materials in the project file from Alperstein and Covell indicate that the City

has suffcient water rights.
Commentary: My understanding is that Sarah Klahn will be addressing this issue.

FERC
Background: The City of Aspen is applying to FERC for a conduit exemption for the project.
the City by Karl Kumli of Dietze
The FERC application process is being managed on behalf of
and Davis. Given that it in the public comments it appears that there may be some public
the word "exemption" - it is worth briefly reviewing the
misunderstanding caused by the use of
process.
To receive a conduit exemption from FERC, the applicant undergoes a pre-fiing and post-filing
protocol, just as an applicant would in applying for a FERC license. The pre-filing step is a
three-phase process. In the first stage of consultation, the applicant notifies the stakeholders of

plans to fie for an exemption and then conducts a public meeting to explain the proposed project
and what is currently known about its potential environmental impacts. Then comments are
submitted to the applicant by resource agencies, Native American tribes, and the public before
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the fish and wildlife agencies provide cost estimates for setting terms and conditions. Disputes
are resolved as necessary and the first stage of consultation ends.
In the second stage of consultation, the applicant conducts studies requested by stakeholders and
then provides stakeholders with a letter requesting review and comments on a draft application

and results of studies and information gathering on the project. After the stakeholders provide
the applicant with comments on the draft application and study results, necessary disputes are
resolved and the second stage of consultation ends. It is not until the third stage of

the pre-filing

consultation that the applicant files an application for a conduit exemption.

The post-filing phase begins after FERC receives a conduit exemption application. This phase
involves all of the steps necessary for FERC to arrive at a decision to accept or deny the
application, including additional stakeholder comments and FERC's environmental analysis of
the project. During this phase, FERC first reviews the application for adequacy, then the
applicant corrects deficiencies in the application as needed. FERC then must issue notice that
the application is accepted for filing before the stakeholders submit comments on the terms and
conditions brought forth by the application to which the applicant submits reply comments.
FERC then conducts an environmental analysis of the project before issuing the order to grant or
deny the exemption.7

Commentary: Applying for a conduit exemption is a reasonable decision because it provides a
potentially shorter time to obtain FERC approval than pursuing a FERC License. It does not
mean the City bypasses a substantial environmental review processes. The additional time
required for obtaining a full FERC license would work against the City in terms of delay and
costs incurred as a result of a more extensive process that was designed for large scale
hydroelectric plants.
It is also worth noting that the Colorado Governor's Energy Office (GEO) is working
collaboratively with FERC to develop mechanisms to accelerate FERC approval of small hydro
projects in Colorado.8

Engineering
Background: The engineering assumptions have been developed through a combination of
work
completed by City staff and materials provided by Canyon Hydro. The power plant will consist
of one five-nozzle Pelton turbine-driven generator which will include hydraulically operated

7 For more information, see the FERC website at http://www.ferc.gov/industries/hydropower.asp as well as the

"Small Hydroelectric Permitting Handbook: Volume Two, the FERC Conduit Exemption Process," Hvdroelectric
Handbook. Oct. 2009, Energy Trust of
Oregon.
8 In August of 20 10, the GEO announced a Memorandum of Understanding with FERC to develop a pilot program

to simplify FERC permitting for eligible projects. For more information, see
http://coloradohydro.groupsite .com/mai nl su m mary
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needle nozzles and deflectors. The generator will be synchronous, 4160V with a capacity of
about i. i MW and have various automatic controls. Controls will be designed to operate in
parallel or standalone mode.9

Commentary: The assumptions made have been reasonable. Canyon Hydro commonly works
collaboratively with their clients to determine the optimal turbine and generator configuration
based on a given set of assumptions regarding head and flow. It is worth noting that a Pelton
turbine is capable of operating at high effciency even with substantially-reduced flow - leaving
the City the flexibility to alter future operations consistent with whatever changes may be called
for in the future if necessary.

Environmental
Background: The environmental report was prepared by Miller Environmental Consultants,
concluding that the project will not damage aquatic biota provided that the City maintains
designated specific minimum in-stream flows, which are in excess of those called for by instream flow appropriations of

the Colorado Water Conservation Board (CWCB).

For the 2A-mile section of Castle Creek between the City intake and the Castle Creek
Hydroelectric Plant and the 0.7-mile section between the Castle Creek hydro plant and the
Roaring Fork River, the Colorado Water Conservation Board (CWCB) has an in-stream flow
water right for 12 cfs (although it isjunior to the City's rights).
This i 2 cfs in-stream flow water right was quantified from field studies conducted by the
Colorado Division of
Wildlife (CDOW). The City plans to go above and beyond CWCB's
definition of "protecting the stream to a reasonable degree," deferring to recommendations in the
Miller report to maintain a minimum flow of i 3.3 cfs on the upper section of Castle Creek in
order to better protect the aquatic biota and winter refuge habitat of the creek. 10 The City is

planning to go beyond the CWCB requirements by using all three standard indicators used by the
the three indicators, to determine minimum in-stream flows.
CWCB, rather than only two of

Aspen has negotiated a Memorandum of Understanding with the CDOW, agreeing to
implementation of a Stream Monitoring Program to provide a mechanism for obtaining ongoing
baseline data regarding stream health. The program will include fishery sampling at specified
locations on Castle Creek and Maroon Creek, evaluation of habitat, and measurements of water
temperature and macro
invertebrate populations, as well as stream flow measurement.
The Program calls for continued stream health assessment after the plant becomes operational -and for adaptive management.
9 Castle Creek Hydroelectric Project Switchgear/Control Description, Canyon Hydro, Hydroelectric Power System

Proposal: Castle Creek Hydroelectric Project, 22 Jan. 2008
IOWilliam J. Miler and Kristin M. Swain, "Castle Creek Hydroelectric Plant Environmental Report", Miller

Ecological Consultants, Inc., 8 Oct. 20 i 0: ii.
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If the program discloses a statistically significant degradation in stream health, as measured by
the program parameters as a result of the Castle Creek hydroelectric plant operations, Aspen will
engage in adaptive management practices to mitigate this degradation. i 1 Such adaptive

management practices may include changes in diversions to the Castle Creek hydroelectric plant
and/or other measures requested by CDOW. 12

Commentary: Issues relating to the health of aquatic biota are being covered by Greg Espegren.
It is worth noting that in the short expected time frame of the mediation process, there is
probably not a simple scientific basis by which to make a determination of what minimum
stream flows should be which is different from what Miller Environmental Consultants has
recently recommended. Also, even extensive additional studies may not yield substantially

different results. Fortunately, the City already has plans to continue baseline stream monitoring
so that by the time the new plant comes on line, there will be improved baseline data against
which to compare any future changes in aquatic biota.

Energy Sales
Background: The energy generated from the project will be sold directly into Aspen's

municipal electric utility system, avoiding any potential questions or complications associated
with utility interconnection. The energy generated by the new plant will offset purchases from
the City's current wholesale provider, the Municipal Energy Agency of
Nebraska (MEAN). The
facility will produce approximately 5.5 million kWh of clean energy annually, or about 8 percent
of the annual energy requirements of Aspen's electric customers.

Commentary: The energy sales assumptions all seem reasonable, and evidently there is
sufficient contract flexibility with MEAN to enable the City to proceed.

Project Financing
Background: The City staff proposed -- and the Aspen voters approved -- a bond issuance to
fund project construction.

Commentary: Municipal bond financing was a logical decision. Alternatives might have
included development of a third-party relationship involving private sector financing, a model
which has started to become common recently with municipal renewable energy projects.
However, given the extensive use of existing City facilities, plus the City's successful history
and experience with hydropower, it was reasonable for the City to finance the project itself.
i i It would likely be diffcult to ascribe any particular stream degradation to hydro operations as distinct from other
environmental changes that may also cause similar effects.
12 Dietze and Davis, P.c., "Draft Application for Exemption of

Aspen, Colorado, 15 Oct. 2010, 3.
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In addition, however, in the past few years, the Colorado Water Resources and Power
Development Authority (CWRPDA) developed a lending program to provide debt for Colorado
municipalities specifically for the purposes of building hydropower projects. CWPRDA can
loan up to $20M at an interest rate of 2% for a term of 20 years. i 3 Depending upon the

prepayment terms in the City's already-issued bonding, it may make sense for the City to pursue
$2M in CWRPDA funds, and then use those funds to pay off
the higher interest rate alreadyissued municipal debt for the project in order to improve the economic return on the project.

Economic Analysis
Background: Economic analysis and revenue estimates have been developed by City staff based
upon future avoided cost figures provided by the City's wholesale electricity provider, MEAN.
The City concluded that the project economics are reasonable across various alternative
minimum flow scenarios, ranging from 12 to 19 cfs.

Commentary: Evaluation regarding what constitutes an economically-reasonable rate of return
depends upon the length of
the City's investment perspective. A long-term investment
perspective, however, is particularly appropriate for hydro given that, if properly maintained,
hydro can effectively run in perpetuity provided that water continues to be available.
The City has not yet produced economic models of all future possible scenarios -- some of which
would improve the project's economics, and some of
which would adversely impact the project's
economics.
On the "positive side of

the ledger," the City's installation of

the Thomas Reservoir drain

pipeline - if considered "off the hydro budget" as an already-funded measure implemented to
protect public safety - would dramatically improve the incremental economic benefits of

the

hydro plant as a stand-alone project. The cost of the penstock/drainline is approximately

the total project cost of over $6M - so taking that cost
$2.3M, which is a substantial portion of
"off-budget" or even splitting it 50:50 with the "public purpose drainline" would substantially
improve the relative project economics.
In addition, the City has perhaps not yet fully quantified the economic benefits associated with
long-term certainty of energy pricing from the Castle Creek plant relative to what likely future
wholesale electricity acquisition costs might be. In its economic modeling, the City used fairly

aggressive escalator assumptions in the first few years, apparently based on estimates provided
by MEAN -- followed by relatively low escalator assumptions, essentially flat-lining for five
year periods -- a fairly conservative assumption.

13 For additional information, see ww.cwrpda.com.
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It is also worth noting the looming issue of federal climate change regulation, which could
substantially increase the wholesale price of electricity which is based upon coal-fired
generation, increasing the economic value to the City of having local, carbon-free energy which
is not subject to future price increases due to climate change regulation. 14

the City subsequently decides to curtail winter hydro
On the "negative side of
the ledger," if
operations in order to bolster minimum steam flows, project economics will be adversely
impacted. As noted above, there are also uncertainties associated with future impacts of climate
change on local hydrology - impacts that may include reduced storage effect of snowpack,
resulting in earlier runoff, peak flows, shorter runoff periods, reduced flows in late summer and
fall and extended periods of base flow - changes which could adversely impact future
water for hydro generation.
availability of

In order to address different scenarios described above, it may be appropriate for the City
to engage in additional scenario modeling to assess the impact each scenario has on the
range of assumed future economic returns from the project.

14 See the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory report "Reading the Tea Leaves: How Utilities in the West Are

Regulatory Risk in their Resource Plans" by Galen Barbose, Ryan Wiser, Amol Phadke, and
Managing Carbon
Charles Goldman, available at http://eetd.lbl.gov/ealEMS/EMS-,ubs.html
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